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Abstract
A graph is reconstructible if it is determined by its deck of unlabeled subgraphs obtained by deleting one
vertex; a card is one of these subgraphs. The Reconstruction Conjecture asserts that all graphs with at least
three vertices are reconstructible.
In Chapter 2 we consider k-deck reconstruction of graphs. The k-deck of a graph is its multiset of k-vertex
induced subgraphs. We prove a generalization of a result by Bolloba´s concerning the k-deck reconstruction of
almost all graphs, showing that when ` ≤ (1− )n2 , the probability than an n-vertex graph is reconstructible
from some
(
`+1
2
)
of the graphs in the (n− `)-deck tends to 1 as n tends to ∞. We determine the smallest k
such that all graphs with maximum degree 2 are k-deck reconstructible. We prove for n ≥ 26 that whether
a graph is connected is determined by its (n − 3)-deck. We prove that if G is a complete r-partite graphs,
then G is (r + 1)-deck reconstructible (the same holds for G).
In Chapter 3 we consider degree-associated reconstruction. An (n− 1)-vertex induced subgraph accom-
panied with the degree of the missing vertex is called a dacard. The degree-associated reconstruction number
of a graph G is the fewest number of dacards needed to determine G. We provide a tool for reconstructing
some graphs from two dacards. We prove that certain families of trees and disconnected graphs can be re-
constructed from two dacards. We also determine the degree-associated reconstruction number for complete
multipartite graphs and their complements. For such graphs, we also determine the least s such that every
set of s dacards determine the graph.
In Chapter 4 we consider the reconstruction of matrices from principal submatrices. A (n− `)-by-(n− `)
principal submatrix is a submatrix formed by deleting ` rows and columns symmetrically. The matrix
reconstruction threshold mrt(`) is the minimum integer n0 such that for n ≥ n0 all n-by-n matrices are
reconstructible from their deck of (n− `)-by-(n− `) principal submatrices. We prove mrt(`) ≤ 2ln 2`2 + 3`.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this thesis we study problems in Reconstruction; these problems ask What can we learn about a structure
from a list of its substructures? This is related to the topic of “Secret Sharing” in cryptology. Secret sharing
is a model of storing confidential information, such as missile codes in the military or recipes for a product
in a successful company, which considers schemes where individual “agents” are given a share of the secret
such that the secret is revealed only if enough of the shares are brought together. If the secret is a four digit
missile code, then giving each of four agents one digit requires all four agents to reconstruct the code. If
the secret was the formula for a line f [x] = mx + b, then distributing distinct points on the line to each of
four agents would allow any set of two agents to reconstruct f [x], since a line is determined by any pair of
distinct points on the line. The focus of this thesis is the Graph Reconstruction Conjecture.
1.1 The Graph Reconstruction Conjecture
The Reconstruction Conjecture of Kelly [12, 13] and Ulam [39], one of the oldest open problems in combi-
natorics, has been open for more than 50 years. A subgraph of a graph G obtained by deleting one vertex
is a card. Cards are unlabeled; that is, only the isomorphism class of a card is known. The multiset of
cards is the deck of G. The Reconstruction Conjecture asserts that every graph with at least three vertices
is uniquely determined by its deck. Such a graph is reconstructible.
Conjecture 1.1.1 (The Reconstruction Conjecture; Kelly [12, 13], Ulam [39]). Every graph with more than
two vertices is reconstructible.
We require more than two vertices since both graphs on two vertices have the same deck. A graph
property is reconstructible if it can be determined from the deck. A copy of H in G is an induced subgraph
of G that is isomorphic to H. Let s(G,H) denote the number of copies of H in G. The following lemma
from Kelly is a tool in many reconstruction arguments.
Lemma 1.1.2 (Kelly’s Lemma, Kelly [13]). The number of edges and the degree list of an n-vertex graph
G are reconstructible, if n > 2. Also, if |V (H)| < n then s(G,H) is reconstructible.
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Proof. Let D(G) be the deck of an n-vertex graph G. For uv ∈ E(G), every card in D(G) contains uv except
for G − u and G − v. Since there are n cards, each edge of G is in precisely n − 2 cards. Therefore, the
number of edges of G is calculated by summing the number of edges over all the cards in D(G) and dividing
by n− 2. The analogous argument computes s(G,H); the number of edges is just s(G,K2). Once |E(G)| is
known, dG(v) = |E(G)| − |E(G− v)|.
Determining the number of edges of any reconstruction ofD(G) can be a step in reconstruction. Lemma 1.1.2
is used to reconstruct graph properties and graphs in special families.
One corollary to Lemma 1.1.2 is that regular graphs are reconstructible. Consider a graph G such that
every vertex has degree r. Since the degree list of G is reconstructible, we can determine from the deck that
G is r-regular. In any card of G, the missing vertex must then be adjacent to the r vertices having degree
r − 1.
Note that if a graph G is reconstructible, then the complement G of G, is also reconstructible. Given
the deck of G, we can determine D(G) by taking the complement of each card. We can reconstruct G from
D(G) and then take the complement to obtain G.
Graphs in many families are known to be reconstructible; these include disconnected graphs, trees,
unicylic graphs, outerplanar graphs, and perfect graphs. Properties of a graph G known to be reconstructible
include the connectivity, the chromatic number, and the chromatic polynomial.
McKay [22] used computers to verify that for 3 ≤ n ≤ 12, all n-vertex graphs are reconstructible. For
more information on the Reconstruction Conjecture, there are early surveys by Manvel [20] and Bondy;
other surveys on graph reconstruction include [5, 6, 16, 18].
A variation on reconstruction is edge-reconstruction. An edge-card of G is obtained by deleting one edge;
the multiset of all edge-cards is the edge-deck. The Edge-Reconstruction Conjecture (Harary [10]) states
that every graph with more than three edges is determined by its edge-deck (the claw K1,3 and the disjoint
union of a triangle and one vertex have the same edge-deck).
The line graph of a graph G is obtained by associating a vertex ve with every edge in G and making two
vertices ve and ve′ adjacent if and only if e and e
′ are incident in G. The Edge-Reconstruction Conjecture is
equivalent to the statement that line graphs are reconstructible, so it is a special case of the Reconstruction
Conjecture.
Many results proved for vertex-reconstruction have analogues in edge-reconstruction. For Kelly’s Lemma 1.1.2,
there is a similar edge-Kelly Lemma. It was also shown by Greenwell [9] that every graph that is recon-
structible is edge-reconstructible, via the following statement, so the Edge-Reconstruction Conjecture is
weaker.
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Theorem 1.1.3. [9] The vertex deck of any graph without isolated vertices is edge-reconstructible.
Various parameters have been introduced to measure the difficulty of reconstructing a graph. For a
reconstructible graph G, Harary and Plantholt [11] introduced the reconstruction number, denoted by rn(G);
it is the least k such that some k cards from the deck of G determine G (meaning that no other graph has
these k cards in its deck). The concept of the reconstruction number of a graph G is a way of describing
how “hard” it is to reconstruct G; if rn(G) < rn(H), then G is “easier” to reconstruct than H.
No graph can have reconstruction number 2. Consider the cards obtained from G by deleting vertices
x or y. These two cards remain the same regardless of whether x and y are adjacent or not. Hence two
cards cannot determine whether the corresponding two vertices are adjacent in G. On the other hand, all
trees with at least five vertices have reconstruction number 3 (Myrvold [31]). Hence, trees are very “easy”
to recontruct.
Since Kr,r and Kr+1,r−1 have r + 1 common cards, the reconstruction number of an n-vertex graph can
be at least as large as n2 + 2 (Myrvold [30]). Bolloba´s studied reconstruction number in a probabilistic sense.
He proved that almost every graph is “easy” to reconstruct.
Theorem 1.1.4 (Bolloba´s [4]). Almost every graph has reconstruction number 3.
When studying the reconstruction number of a graph G, we want to find a small set of cards that
determine G. An ally choosing the cards will choose a favorable set. This is very different from saying that
every set of cards having a certain size determines G. In his proof, Bolloba´s actually proved this stronger
version, that for almost every graph G any set of three cards determines G.
Myrvold [29] introduced the adversary reconstruction number, denoted by arn(G); it is the least k such
that any k cards from the deck of G determine G. That is, when an adversary chooses the cards, we may
need to request more cards to guarantee that G can be reconstructed no matter which ones are chosen.
In this thesis several variations of reconstruction are examined. Chapters 2 and 3 are concerned with the
reconstruction of graphs from subgraphs. In Chapter 2 we investigate reconstructing n-vertex graphs using
the induced subgraphs having k vertices for some k < n. In Chapter 3 we focus on reconstructing graphs
from a set of subgraphs along with some extra information. Chapter 4 studies the reconstruction of matrices
from submatrices.
1.2 k-deck Reconstruction of Graphs
For a reconstructible graph G, the reconstruction number of a graph gives a measure of how “easy” it is
to reconstruct G. Kelly looked in another direction, considering cards obtained by deleting more than one
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vertex. He conjectured a more detailed version of the Graph Reconstruction Conjecture.
Conjecture 1.2.1 (Kelly [13]). For ` ∈ N, there is an integer f(`) such that any graph with at least f(`)
vertices is reconstructible from its deck of cards obtained by deleting ` vertices.
The Graph Reconstruction Conjecture is the claim f(1) = 3 in this conjecture. In Chapter 2 we examine
graph reconstruction from a deck of k-vertex cards. The work in Chapter 2 is joint with Douglas West.
A k-card of G is a subgraph induced by k vertices. The k-deck of G, denoted Dk(G), is the multiset of
all k-cards. A graph G is k-deck reconstructible if G is the unique graph with k-deck Dk(G).
For ` = n − k, we say an n-vertex graph is `-reconstructible when G is k-deck reconstructible. Letting
n = |V (G)|, the `-reconstruction number of G is the minimum size of a multiset from Dn−`(G) that occurs
in the (n − `)-deck of no other n-vertex graph. Thus 1-reconstructible is the same as reconstructible, and
`-reconstructible is a stronger conclusion than (`− 1)-reconstructible.
Some properties are recognizable from small cards. Below the observation is made that the k-deck
provides at least as much information as the (k − 1)-deck. Hence, any property reconstructible from the
(k − 1)-deck can also be reconstructed from the k-deck. This can be proved using the method of Kelly’s
Lemma 1.1.2.
Proposition 1.2.2. The k-deck of a graph G reconstructs the (k − 1)-deck of G.
Thus we say that graphs are “easier” to reconstruct when they can be reconstructed from smaller cards.
In Section 2.2, we combine the two measures of difficulty for resconstructing graphs. The `-reconstruction
number of G is the minimum size of a multiset of cards from Dn−`(G) that occurs in the (n− `)-deck of no
other n-vertex graph. We generalize the result of Bollobas [4] on the reconstruction number of almost every
graph. The special case ` = 1 is the statement that almost every graph has reconstruction number 3.
Theorem 1.2.3. For  > 0, let ` be a function of |V (G)| such that ` ≤ (1 − ) |V (G)|2 . Almost every graph
has `-reconstruction number at most
(
`+2
2
)
.
When we have the entire k-deck of a graph, it is of interest to consider what properties and what families
of graphs can be reconstructed.
Motivated by the following problem posed by Stanley, in Section 2.3 we study k-deck reconstruction for
graphs with maximum degree 2 .
Problem 1.2.4 (Stanley 2016 [37]). Let n and k be integers, with n ≥ k ≥ 2. Let G be a graph with
n vertices whose components are cycles of length greater than k. Let Ik(G) be the number of k-element
independent sets of vertices of G. Show that Ik(G) depends only on k and n.
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We rephrase this problem in terms of reconstruction and prove the following generalizations.
Theorem 1.2.5. Let G and G′ be graphs with maximum degree 2 having the same number of vertices and
the same number of edges. If every component in each graph is a cycle with more than k vertices or a path
with at least k − 1 vertices, then Dk(G) = Dk(G′).
Let ρ(G) denote the least k such that G is k-deck reconstructible. We determine ρ(G) for graphs with
maximum degree 2.
Theorem 1.2.6. If ∆(G) = 2, then ρ(G) = max{bm/2c + ,m′ + ′}, where m is the number of vertices
in a largest component H of G, m′ is the number of vertices in a largest component of G− V (H) (possibly
m′ = 0),  is 1 if G has Pm as a component and otherwise 0, and ′ ∈ {0, 1, 2}.
In proving Theorem 1.2.6, we further determine ′ exactly for all G with maximum degree 2.
It is important to note that from the 4-deck of a graph G, we can recognize whether ∆(G) = 2. When
the maximum degree of G is k, the maximum degree of G is reconstructible from the (k+2)-deck of G. This
is trivial, since there will be at least one (k + 2)-card with a vertex of degree k and no (k + 2)-card with a
vertex of degree k + 1. Manvel strengthened this idea to prove the following result:
Theorem 1.2.7 (Manvel [19]). The degree list of a graph G with maximum degree k is reconstructible from
the (k + 2)-deck of G.
In the same paper, Manvel proved that multiple classes of graphs were recognizable from their (n − 2)-
deck when n ≥ 6, meaning membership in these families can be determined. This families are disconnected
graphs, trees, unicyclic, regular, bipartite.
As we will see in our results for graphs with maximum degree 2, when k ≤ bn/2c, some connected n-
vertex graph with maximum degree 2 has the same k-deck as a disconnected n-vertex graph with maximum
degree 2.
One may ask for which ` is the connectedness of any n-vertex graph `-reconstructible? Since a graph with
at least three vertices is disconnected if and only if it has at most one connected (n− 1)-card, connectedness
is 1-reconstructible. Manvel [19] proved that if G has at least six vertices, then one can also determine from
the (n− 2)-deck whether G is connected. In Section 2.4, we improve on this result.
Theorem 1.2.8. If G has at least six vertices of degree 1 or at least 25 vertices, then the (n − 3)-deck
determines whether G is connected.
It is useful to know what information about a graph can be reconstructed from the k-deck for small fixed
k. The family of complete multipartite graphs and their complements, which are unions of disjoint complete
graphs, is studied in Section 2.5.
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Theorem 1.2.9. Every complete r-partite graph and disjoint union of r complete graphs is reconstructible
from its (r + 1)-deck.
1.3 Degree Associated Reconstruction of Graphs
For graphs that are difficult to reconstruct (have large reconstruction number), what causes the difficulty?
Clearly, information is lost when given fewer than n cards. A fundamental loss is the ability to easily
calculate the number of edges. This motivates a variation of the reconstruction number.
Question 1.3.1. When the number of edges of a graph G is given, what it is the least k such that some
multiset of k cards from the deck of G determines G?
Knowing the number of edges is equivalent to knowing the degree of the missing vertex for each card. A
degree-associated card or dacard is a pair (C, d) consisting of a card and the degree of the missing vertex. The
dadeck is the multiset of dacards. Given the full deck without degrees, it is easy to compute the degrees of
the missing vertices; hence the Reconstruction Conjecture is equivalent to reconstructibility from the dadeck.
If the Reconstruction Conjecture holds, then every graph is reconstructible from its dadeck. Ramachan-
dran [33] defined the degree-associated reconstruction number, denoted drn(G), to be the minimum number
of dacards that determine G.
Without having all cards, this formulation provides more information than the corresponding set of cards
alone. Hence graphs may be reconstructible using fewer dacards than cards, and always drn(G) ≤ rn(G).
For example, there are graphs G such that drn(G) = 2.
In Chapter 3 we introduce a tool for reconstructing graphs from two dacards when certain conditions are
met. An integer k is good for G if G has no vertex of degree k − 1.
Theorem 1.3.2. If x and y are vertices of a graph G such that the degree of every neighbor of x is good and
no neighbor of y has the same degree as any neighbor of x, then the dacards (G− y, d(y)) and (G− x, d(x))
determine G.
We also prove that disconnected graphs having a special pair of components are reconstructible from two
dacards.
Theorem 1.3.3. Let G be a disconnected graph. If G has components C and C ′ such that |V (C)| + 1 <
|V (C ′)| and vertices v ∈ V (C) and v′ ∈ V (C ′) such that d(v) = d(v′) = 1, then drn(G) = 2.
Myrvold [31] proved that rn(T ) = 3 for every tree with at least three vertices except for P4,. Barrus and
West [3] studied drn of trees. In their paper they conjectured the following:
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Conjecture 1.3.4. If T is a tree, then drn(G) ≤ 2, with finitely many exceptions.
H1 H2
Barrus and West identified only two known exceptions H1 and H2. We continue their study of drn(T )
and prove drn(T ) ≤ 2 for various families of trees. This gives further support to Conjecture 1.3.4. A stem
vertex is a vertex that has at most one non-leaf neighbor. A k+-vertex is a vertex with degree at least k.
Theorem 1.3.5. Let T be a tree such that all the 3+-vertices that have at least two nonleaf neighbors are
contained in a single path. If T has a vertex with good degree adjacent to a leaf, then drn(T ) = 2.
A tree in this family arises from the family of caterpillars by subdividing edges and then adding pendant
edges at the resulting stems. We also include two other results that arise in the same way. The trees in the
next theorem can be generated by subdiving a star and then adding pendant edges at the resulting stems.
For example, double-brooms (studied in [3]) are included.
Theorem 1.3.6. If T is a tree other than H1 that has at most one vertex with degree at least 3 that is not
a stem vertex, then drn(T ) = 2.
We include another similar result that again considers a condition on the family of trees described in
Theorem 1.3.5.
As in the study of the reconstruction number, the previous results rely on being able to select specific
dacards. Monikandan et al. [27] introduced the degree-associated analogue of Myrvold’s adversary concept
(attributing the definition to Ramachandran). For a graph G reconstructible from its dadeck, the adversary
degree-associated reconstruction number, denoted adrn(G), is the least k such that every set of k dacards
determines G. The definitions immediately yield drn(G) ≤ adrn(G) for every G. Equality holds when G
is vertex-transitive, since G then has only one multiset of dacards of each size. The value of adrn(G) is
known for G belonging to the following families: complete graphs, complete bipartite graphs, cycles, and
wheels [27].
In Section 3.3, we determine drn and adrn for all complete multipartite graphs and their complements.
This portion of Chapter 3 is joint work with Meijie Ma, Huangping Shi, and Douglas West. Fixing a positive
integer r, let n = (n1, . . . , nr). Write Kn for the complete multipartite graph Kn1,...,nr . A clique-union is
a disjoint union of complete graphs; write Gn for the clique-union that is the complement of Kn. Since
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complete graphs and their complements are determined by any one dacard, we consider only r ≥ 2 when
studying Kn.
Theorem 1.3.7. For the complete r-partite graph Kn with r ≥ 2 and n1 ≤ · · · ≤ nr
drn(Kn) = drn(Gn) =

1, if n1 = 1;
3, if n1 = nr ≥ 2;
2, otherwise.
Theorem 1.3.8. For the complete r-partite graph Kn with n1 ≤ · · · ≤ nr,
adrn(Kn) = adrn(Gn) =

1, if n1 = nr−1 = 1 and nr ∈ {1, 2};
3, if nj − ni ∈ {0, 2} for some i and j with nj > 1;
2, otherwise.
In reconstructing from edge-cards, the definitions of edge-reconstruction number and adversary edge-
reconstruction number are analogous to the vertex setting. Similarly, we can associate the degree of the
deleted edge with an edge-card to form a decard; the multiset of all decards is the dedeck. The degree of
an edge e, denoted by d(e), is the number of edges incident to e. This leads to degree-associated edge-
reconstruction parameters: dern(G) is the minimum k such that some multiset of k decards determines G,
and adern(G) is the minimum k such that every multiset of k decards determines G.
The study of dern and adern was initiated by Monikandan and Sundar Raj [26]. In Section 3.4, we
determine dern and adern for all complete multipartite graphs and their complements. Our results for degree-
associated edge-reconstruction show that in most cases dern(Gn) = adern(Gn) = dern(Kn) = adern(Kn) =
2. We leave to Chapter 3 the description of the exceptions to the statements.
1.4 k-deck Reconstruction of Matrices
The variation studied in Chapter 3 makes use of having extra information with each card. With this in
mind, one may consider other types of extra information that can be associated with the graph or deck to
reduce the difficulty of reconstruction.
An ordered graph is a graph with an associated vertex ordering. We study the problem of reconstructing
ordered graphs by their vertex-deleted subgraphs, if the relative order of the vertices is preserved. Ordered
subgraphs provide more information than the cards in the standard Graph Reconstruction problem. The
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adjacency matrix of a graph with vertex set {1, ..., n} is the n-by-n matrix having 1 in position (i, j) if vertices
i and j are adjacent and a 0 in position (i, j) otherwise. Reconstructing an ordered graph G is equivalent to
reconstructing the adjacency matrix of G from its principal submatrices obtained by symmetrically deleting
one row and the corresponding column.
Let ` = n− k. For an n-by-n matrix A and distinct integers i1, . . . , i` ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the k-by-k principal
submatrix A∗i1,...i` is the submatrix formed by deleting the ijth row and the ijth column from A for
1 ≤ j ≤ `. The order of the remaining rows and columns is maintained. We call such a principal submatrix
a k-card of A. The k-deck of A, denoted Dk(A), is the multiset of all k-cards. An n-by-n matrix A is k-deck
reconstructible if A is the unique matrix with k-deck Dk(A).
Reconstructing an ordered graph with n vertices from the ordered induced subgraphs with k vertices
is equivalent to reconstructing the adjacency matrix from its k-deck. Motivated by reconstructing ordered
graphs, Manvel and Stockmeyer [21] studied the matrix reconstruction problem with ` = 1 and proved that
for n ≥ 5 every n-by-n matrix is reconstructible from its (n− 1)-deck.
In Chapter 4, we study the reconstruction of n-by-n matrices from the list of k-by-k principal submatrices.
The results in this chapter are joint work with Derrick Stolee. This problem generalizes two forms of
reconstruction: reconstructing ordered graphs under n−k vertex deletions and reconstructing permutations
under n− k punctures.
We define the matrix reconstruction threshold mrt(`) to be the minimum integer n0 such that for all
n ≥ n0, all n-by-n matrices are (n − `)-deck reconstructible. It is not immediate that such a bound exists,
but we prove a quadratic upper bound on mrt(`).
Define the ordered graph reconstruction threshold grt(`) to be the minimum integer n0 such that for all
n ≥ n0, every adjacency matrix of an n-vertex simple graph is (n−`)-reconstructible; clearly grt(`) ≤ mrt(`).
Theorem 1.4.1. mrt(`) ≤ 2ln 2`2 + 3` for ` ≥ 1,
Manvel and Stockmeyer proved mrt(1) = 5. We also determine the exact value of mrt(`) for small `.
Note that from a deck we can recognize n and ` . Given a k-deck with
(
k+`
k
)
cards we immediately know k
based on the size of the cards. Hence, there is only one value of ` that such that the k-deck contains
(
k+`
k
)
cards and n = k + `.
Another question about reconstructing n-by-n matrices from principal submatrices was introduced by
Ko´s, Ligeti, and Sziklai [14]. In their model, the value n is fixed and they want to find the least k such
that every n-by-n matrix is uniquely determined from its multiset of k-by-k principal submatrices. Using
this model of reconstruction, they determined the asymptotics of their reconstruction threshold within a
logarithmic factor.
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Theorem 1.4.2 (Ko´s, Ligeti, and Sziklai [14]).
1. If k < n
2/3
3
√
2 log2(n+1)
, then there exist distinct n-by-n matrices with the same multiset of k-by-k principal
submatrices.
2. If n is sufficiently large and k > 38n2/3, then every n-by-n matrix is uniquely determined by its multiset
of k-by-k principal submatrices.
In Chapter 4 the similarities and differences between our results and the model in Ko´s, Ligeti, and
Sziklai [14] are discussed.
1.5 Definitions and Notation
Let N be the set of positive integers, and let [k] = {1, . . . , k}. A function pi : P → R is injective if each
element is P is mapped to at most one element in R; it is surjective if no two elements in P are mapped to
the same element in R. A bijection is a function that is injective and surjective. A permutation of a set P
is a bijection pi : P → P .
A graph G is pair consisting of a set V (G) of vertices and a set E(G) of edges. In this thesis, an edge is
a set of two vertices of G; we write an edge {u, v} as uv (or vu).
The vertices of an edge are its endpoints. The order of a graph G is the number of vertices of G. Two
vertices u and v are adjacent in G if uv ∈ E(G). Two edges are incident if they share an endpoint. The
adjacency matrix of a graph G, denoted A(G), is the n-by-n matrix such that Ai,j = 1 if uiuj ∈ E(G) and
Ai,j = 0 otherwise, when V (G) is indexed as {u1, ..., un}.
A vertex u is a neighbor of a vertex v if and only if u and v are adjacent in G. The neighborhood, denoted
NG(v), is the set of all vertices in G that are neighbors of v in G. The degree in G of a vertex v, written
dG(v), is the size of its neighborhood, |NG(v)|. The maximum degree of G, denoted ∆(G), is the maximum
of the degrees of vertices in G. The minimum degree of G, denoted δ(G), is the minimum of the vertex
degrees.
A degree list of G is a list of the degrees of the vertices in G. A vertex with degree 1 is a leaf. A graph
G is regular if all vertices have the same degree. A k-regular graph is a regular graph such that every vertex
has degree k.
The complement of a graph G is the graph G such that V (G) = V (G) and uv ∈ E(G) if and only if
uv /∈ E(G). An isomorphism from a graph G to a graph H is a bijection f : V (G) → V (H) such that
uv ∈ E(G) if and only if f(u)f(v) ∈ E(H). Two graphs G and H are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism
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from G to H. We write G ∼= H when G and H are isomorphic. An automorphism is an isomorphism f from
a graph G to itself. A graph G is vertex-transitive if for every pair u, v ∈ V (G) there is an automorphism
f : V (G)→ V (G) such that f(u) = v.
A graph H is a subgraph of a graph G if V (H) ⊆ V (G) and E(H) ⊆ E(G). A spanning subgraph of a
graph G is a subgraph H of a graph G such that V (H) = V (G). A subgraph H of G is the subgraph induced
by a set S ⊆ V (G) if V (H) = S and vivj ∈ E(H) if and only if vi, vj ∈ S and vivj ∈ E(G). We call a
subgraph an induced subgraph if it is induced by a set S ⊆ V (G) and let G[S] denote this induced subgraph.
The graph G− v is the induced subgraph G[V (G)−{v}]. For a set of vertices S, the graph G− S is the
induced subgraph G[V (G)− S].
A path is a graph G where the vertices can be ordered v1, . . . , vn such that E(G) = {vi, vi+1 : 1 ≤
i ≤ n − 1}; we call v1 and vn the endpoints of the path. If u and v are the endpoints of a path, then
we call the path a u, v-path. A cycle is a graph G where the vertices can be ordered v1, . . . , vn such that
E(G) = {vi, vi+1 : 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1}
⋃{vnv1}. We write Pn and Cn for the isomorphism classes of n-vertex
paths and cycles.
A graph G is connected if and only if whenever u, v ∈ V (G) there is a u, v-path in G. A graph G is
disconnected if it is not connected. A component of G is a maximal connected subgraph of G. A trivial
component is a component of G that is a single vertex. The vertex in a trivial component is called an isolated
vertex. A stem is a vertex v in a connected graph G such that G− v has at most one non-trivial component.
A tree is a connected graph with no cycles.Trees with n vertices have n − 1 edges. A forest is a graph
such that every component is a tree. A caterpillar is a tree having one path incident to all the edges. The
spine of a caterpillar is the path induced by the vertices that are not leaves.
An n-vertex graph such that every two vertices are adjacent is a complete graph; the isomorphism class
is denoted Kn. A set of vertices S ⊆ V (G) is a clique if G[S] is a complete graph. An empty graph is
an n-vertex graph with no edges; note that an empty graph is the complement of a complete graph . An
independent set is a set of vertices S ⊆ V (G) such that G[S] is an empty graph.
An r-partite graph G is a graph such that the vertices of G can be partitioned into possibly possibly
empty sets S1, . . . , Sr such that G[Si] are independent sets for all i; the sets S1, . . . , Sr are the partite sets
of G. A bipartite graph is a 2-partite graph. A complete r-partite graph is an r-partite graph G such that
uv ∈ E(G) if and only if u and v are in distinct partite sets. A complete multipartite graph is a complete
r-partite graph for some r.
A star is a complete bipartite graph where one partite set has exactly one vertex. The center of an
n-vertex star is the vertex of degree n− 1. Note that a star is also a tree.
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The union of graphs G and H is the graph with the vertex set V (G)
⋃
V (H) and edge set E(G)
⋃
E(H).
The disjoint union of graphs G and H is the union of G and H where V (G)
⋂
V (H) = ∅ and is denoted
G+H. A clique-union is a disjoint union of complete graphs. The disjoint union of m copies of G is denoted
mG. A matching is a set of edges such that no two edges share an endpoint.
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Chapter 2
k-deck Reconstruction of Graphs
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we examine reconstruction of a graph G from cards that are k-vertex induced subgraphs
of G. The Reconstruction Conjecture considers cards where only one vertex has been deleted. Recall the
following generalization of the Graph Reconstruction Conjecture.
Conjecture 2.1.1 (Kelly [13]). For ` ∈ N, there is an integer f(`) such that any graph with at least f(`)
vertices is reconstructible from its deck of cards obtained by deleting ` vertices.
Recall that the k-deck of G, denoted Dk(G), is the multiset of all k-vertex induced subgraphs; we call
such a subgraph a k-card. A graph G is k-deck reconstructible if G is the unique graph with k-deck Dk(G).
Let ρ(G) denote the least k such that G is k-deck reconstructible. Note that ρ(G) = ρ(G). When
ρ(G) < ρ(H), we say G is “easier” to reconstruct than H due to the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1.2. For any graph G, the k-deck of G determines the (k − 1)-deck of G.
Proof. The k-deck of G determines k and
(
n
k
)
since they are the number of vertices in a card and the number
of cards, respectively. From k and
(
n
k
)
we calculate n. Now we take the (k − 1)-deck for each card. Let
Dˆk−1(G) be the multiset formed by taking the union of the (k − 1)-decks of the cards in Dk(G).
Each copy of a subgraph H of G with (k − 1) vertices appears in exactly n− k + 1 k-cards of G. There
will be (n− k + 1)m copies of H in Dˆk−1(G) if and only if there are m copies of H in Dk−1(G). Therefore,
by letting the multiplicity of each (k−1)-card be its multiplicity in Dˆk−1(G) divided by n−k+1 , we obtain
Dk−1(G).
The reconstruction number of a graph G is another measure of how difficult it is to reconstruct G. In
Section 2.2, we combine the two measures of difficulty for reconstructing graphs by generalizing the result
by Bollobas [4] that determines rn(G) for almost every graph G.
In Section 2.3, we determine ρ(G) for graphs with maximum degree at most 2.
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It is also of interest to study what properties of G are reconstructible from the k-deck. Any property
reconstructible from the (k − 1)-deck can also be reconstructed from the k-deck. Consider the maximum
degree. If the maximum degree of G is D, then the maximum degree of G is recognizable from the (D+ 2)-
deck of G. This is trivial, since there will be at least one (D + 2)-card with a vertex of degree D and no
(D + 2)-card with a vertex of degree D + 1. This was strengthened by Manvel,. We give a proof of this
result to build intuition for this type of reconstruction.
Theorem 2.1.3 (Manvel [19]). The degree list of a graph G with maximum degree D is reconstructible from
DD+2(G).
Proof. As noted above, the (D + 2)-deck confirms ∆(G) = D. We sum the numbers of vertices of degree D
over all the (D + 2)-cards, then divide by n−D − 1. The result is the number of vertices in G with degree
D, since the number of (D + 2)-cards containing a vertex of maximum degree with all its neighbors exactly
n−D − 1.
Let ni be the number of vertices of degree i. It suffices to show that if we know ni for d < i ≤ D, then
we can determine nd.
We count the vertices of degree exactly d over all the cards in the DD+2(G). Let this number be M . If a
vertex has degree d in a card, it must have degree at least d in G. A specific vertex v with degree i such that
d ≤ i ≤ D would appear with degree d whenever v is chosen in the (D + 2)-card, exactly d of the neighbors
of v are chosen, and D + 1− d non-neighbors of v are chosen. We know that there are ni vertices of degree
exactly i. Therefore, in the (D + 2)-deck, ni
(
i
d
)(
n−i−1
d−i+1
)
vertices of degree exactly d come from a vertex of
degree i. We have
M =
k∑
i=m
ni
(
d
m
)(
n− i− 1
k − i+ 1
)
.
nd =
[
M −
k∑
i=d+1
nd
(
d
m
)(
n− d− 1
k −m+ 1
)]/ (
n− d− 1
k −m+ 1
)
.
All of the values on the right side of the equation are known, so we can calculate nd.
Manvel [19] also showed that the result is sharp in a strong sense: the maximum degree is not always
determined by D∆(G)+1(G). Let Gk be the forest
∑bk/2c
i=0
(
k
2i
)
K1,k−2i (that is,
(
k
2i
)
stars with k − 2i edges
for 0 ≤ i ≤ bk/2c). Also, let Hk =
∑b(k−1)/2c
i=0
(
k
2i+1
)
K1,k−2i−1. Note that ∆(Gk) = k and ∆(Hk) = k − 1.
Nevertheless, the two graphs have the same k-deck, and hence ∆(H) cannot always be determined from
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D∆(H)+1(H).
Later, Taylor proved that the degree list of an n-vertex graph can be determined from the k-deck when
k is large enough, regardless of the maximum degree of the graph.
Theorem 2.1.4 (Taylor [38]). For all graphs with at least h(`) vertices, the degree list is reconstructible
from the (n− `)-deck, where
h(`) = (`− log `+ 1)
(
e+
e log `+ e+ 1
(`− 1) log `− 1
)
+ 1
Roughly this states that the degree list of an n-vertex graph G is reconstructible from the k-deck of G
when k ≥ n(1− 1e )(1 + o(1)).
Manvel [19] also looked at other graph properties and proved that if |V (G)| = n ≥ 6, then one can
determine from the (n− 2)-deck whether or not G is acyclic, regular, or bipartite.
Manvel also studied connectedness. It is easily (n − 1)-deck reconstructible whether a graph with at
least three vertices is connected. Manvel [19] proved that if G has at least six vertices, then one can
reconstruct from the (n − 2)-deck whether G is connected. In Section 2.4, we improve this result to show
that connectedness can be determined from the (n− 3)-deck.
In Section 2.5 the family of complete multipartite graphs and their complements is studied. We prove
that membership in this family is determined by the 3-deck. We also prove ρ(G) ≤ r + 1 when G is a
complete r-partite graph.
2.2 Almost every graph
Recall that the reconstruction number of a graph is the minimum size of a multiset of cards from its deck
that suffice to determine it, in the sense that no other graph has the same multiset of cards in its deck. In
studying the reconstruction number, Chinn proved the following result.
Theorem 2.2.1 (Chinn [7]). If the subgraphs of a graph G obtained by deleting two vertices have no non-
trivial automorphisms and are pairwise nonisomorphic, then G is reconstructible.
Chinn’s proof uses every card in the deck. Later, Bolloba´s proved that the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2.1
holds for almost all graphs, where a property Q holds for almost all graphs if the fraction of graphs with
vertex {1, . . . , n} for which it holds tends to 1 as n tends to∞. In the same paper, Bolloba´s also determined
the reconstruction number for graphs where Chinn’s condition holds.
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Theorem 2.2.2 (Bolloba´s [4]). If the subgraphs of a graph G obtained by deleting two vertices have no
nontrivial automorphisms and are pairwise nonisomorphic, then any three cards determine G.
Bolloba´s noted that Chinn’s condition hold for almost all graphs. Thus arn(G) = 3 for almost every
graph, which is stronger than rn(G) = 3. Bolloba´s [4] used a lemma also proved earlier by Mu¨ller [28].
Lemma 2.2.3 (Mu¨ller [28]). Let  be a small positive real number. For almost every graph G, the induced
subgraphs with at least (1 + ) |V (G)|2 vertices have no nontrival automorphisms and are pairwise nonisomor-
phic.
In fact, this was proved in greater generality for the random graph model G(n, p) where the graphs with
vertex set n are generated by letting each pair be an edge with probability p, with p depending on n. Here
p = 1/2 suffices for our purposes. Our result is valid also for other p(n) where the conclusion of Lemma 2.2.3
holds, since we use only that conclusion.
Lemma 2.2.3 suggests considering subgraphs obtained by deleting more vertices as in Conjecture 2.1.1.
Recall that the `-reconstruction number of G is the minimum size of a multiset from Dn−`(G) that occurs in
the (n−`)-deck of no other n-vertex graph. We generalize the consequence of Theorem 2.2.2 for reconstruction
number by bounding the `-reconstruction number for almost every graph. The special case ` = 1 is the
statement that almost every graph has reconstruction number 3.
Theorem 2.2.4. For  > 0, let ` be a function of |V (G)| such that ` ≤ (1 − ) |V (G)|2 . Almost every graph
has `-reconstruction number at most
(
`+2
2
)
.
Given Lemma 2.2.3, to prove Theorem 2.2.4 it suffices to prove the next theorem. We abbreviate “(n−`)-
card” to “card”, since we are given the (n− `)-deck Dn−`(G).
Theorem 2.2.5. If the subgraphs obtained by deleting ` + 1 vertices from a graph G have no nontrivial
automorphisms and are pairwise nonisomorphic, then G is reconstructible from some set of
(
`+2
2
)
cards in
Dn−`(G).
Proof. Let n = |V (G)|, and fix S = {x1, . . . , x`+1} ⊆ V (G). Let C be the set of ` + 1 cards in Dn−`(G)
obtained by deleting any ` vertices of S, and let H = G− S. Let h = |V (H)| = n− `− 1.
The h-vertex induced subgraphs of G are pairwise nonisomorphic. Thus G has exactly one induced
subgraph isomorphic to H. Hence H appears in exactly `+ 1 cards in Dn−`(G), namely those in C. Since in
each card only one set of h vertices can induce H, we can identify in each card in C the vertex belonging to
S. Therefore, from C we can determine the subgraph H and the edges joining S to V (H).
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x2
x1
x`+1
. . .
H
Figure 2.1: Figure for Theorem 2.2.4
For xi, xj ∈ S, let Di,j = G− (S − {xi, xj})− wi,j , where wi,j is a vertex outside S, chosen so that for
fixed i, the vertex wi,j is not the same for all j. Let D = {Di,j : xi, xj ∈ S}. Note that |C ∪ D| =
(
`+2
2
)
.
We prove that G is reconstructible from C ∪D.
We first identify C. We have noted that the only h-vertex induced subgraph in all ` + 1 cards of C is
H. Each card in C omits ` vertices of S, and each card in D omits `− 1 vertices of S. An h-vertex induced
subgraph H ′ other than H that occurs in a card in C omits one vertex w outside S and keeps one vertex xi
in S. By hypothesis, it cannot occur in any other card in C. It does occur in Di,j if w = wi,j . There are `
choices of j for fixed xi. Since we did not choose wi,j to be the same for all j, the graph H
′ is found in at
most ` cards in C ∪D.
Similarly, since Di,j has h+ 1 vertices, each h-vertex subgraph H
′ in Di,j lacks ` or `− 1 vertices of S.
In the first of those cases, H ′ is Di,j − xi or Di,j − xj ; we have discussed this case. Otherwise, H ′ contains
xi and xj from S and lacks two vertices outside S. Since Di,j is the only card in C ∪D that contains xi and
xj , and the h-vertex induced subgraphs are pairwise nonisomorphic, such H
′ appears only in Di,j .
We have proved that H is the only h-vertex induced subgraph that can be found in `+ 1 cards in C ∪D.
Hence we have identified H and thus also the cards forming C. Now, as described above, we also identify
the vertex of S in each card in C and hence its neighbors in V (H). It remains only to determine the edges
within S.
The cards not in C comprise D. To determine whether xi and xj are adjacent, we first identify Di,j
within D. We know the subgraphs G−(S−{xi}) and G−(S−{xj}) of G; they are the cards in C induced by
V (H)∪{xi} and V (H)∪{xj}, and each has h+1 vertices. Furthermore, the subgraphs obtained by deleting
one vertex w from these subgraphs have h vertices and are pairwise nonisomorphic. For each w ∈ V (H) and
each card D′ ∈ D, we check whether both G− (S − {xi})−w and G− (S − {xj})−w are subgraphs of D′.
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The answer is yes only when D′ = Di,j and w = wi,j . Hence this identifies D′ as Di,j and identifies xi and
xj in Di,j , which enables us to check whether xixj is an edge in E(G).
As in the result by Bolloba´s [4], many sets of
(
l+2
2
)
cards in Dn−`(G) suffice when the hypothesis of
Theorem 2.2.5 holds. The set S can be any set of ` + 1 vertices of G, and Di,j ∈ D can be obtained by
choosing any wi,j ∈ V (G) − S, as long as we do not choose wi,j to be the same vertex for all j. This
ensures that only one subgraph appears in `+ 1 cards, since the subgraphs with n− ` vertices are pairwise
nonisomorphic. We allow h choices of wi,j for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ `. We choose wi,`+1 making sure that the vertices
of the form wi,j are not the same for all j; hence there may only be h − 1 choices when i + 1 < j = ` + 1,
and perhaps only h − 2 for w`,`+1. The resulting lower bound on the number of sets of
(
`+2
2
)
cards that
determine G is asymptotic to
(
n
`+1
)
h(
`+1
2 ), where h = n− `− 1.
Note that for a graph G, when G is reconstructible from a set of (n− `)-cards, G is reconstructible from
the (n− `)-deck. Hence, we observe the following corollary
Corollary 2.2.6. For  > 0, let ` be a function of |V (G)| such that ` ≤ (1− ) |V (G)|2 . Almost every graph
is `-reconstructible for ` ≤ (`+22 ).
2.3 Graphs with maximum degree 2
With Theorem 2.1.3, we already recognize from the k-deck whether a graph has maximum degree 2 (when
k ≥ 4). However, we will show that much larger cards are needed to guarantee determining whether a graph
with maximum degree 2 is connected. Richard Stanley gave a problem that points toward reconstructing
2-regular graphs from their k-decks.
Problem 2.3.1 (Stanley [37]). Let n and k be integers, with n ≥ k ≥ 2. Let G be a graph with n vertices
whose components are cycles of length greater than k. Let Ik(G) be the number of k-element independent
sets of vertices of G. Stanley asked the reader to show that Ik(G) depends only on k and n.
Recall that s(G,H) denotes the number of induced subgraphs of G isomorphic to H. Graphs G and
G′ have the same k-deck if and only if s(G,H) = s(G′, H) for all H with k vertices. In the language
of reconstruction, Stanley’s problem asserts s(G,Kk) = s(G
′,Kk) for n-vertex 2-regular graphs G and G′
whose components have length greater than k. Stanley’s proposed solution of Question 2.3.1 used generating
functions. Our proof and generalization are bijective and relate to reconstruction.
Question 2.3.1 considers only subgraphs having no edges. We will prove the same conclusion for all
subgraphs with k vertices. That is, n-vertex 2-regular graphs whose components have more than k vertices
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all have the same k-deck. Our technique of proof further generalizes to graphs with maximum degree 2.
Theorem 2.3.2. Let G and G′ be graphs with maximum degree 2 having the same number of vertices and
the same number of edges. If every component in each graph is a cycle with more than k vertices or a path
with at least k − 1 vertices, then Dk(G) = Dk(G′).
The essence of the theorem, and in fact the way we prove it, is what it says for graphs with one or two
components. The theorem includes
(1) Dk(Cq+r) = Dk(Cq + Cr) if q, r ≥ k + 1,
(2) Dk(Pq+r) = Dk(Cq + Pr) if q ≥ k + 1 and r ≥ k − 1, and
(3) Dk(Pq−1 + Pr) = Dk(Pq + Pr−1) if q, r ≥ k.
These statements yield the following result, where ρ(G) is the least k such that G is k-deck reconstructible.
Corollary 2.3.3. For n ≥ 3, the least k such that connectedness of an n-vertex graph G can always
be determined from its k-deck is at least bn/2c + 1 (even when restricted to ∆(G) = 2). Furthermore,
ρ(Pn) = bn/2c+ 1 and ρ(Cn) = bn/2c when n ≥ 6.
Proof. By (2), Dk(Pn) = Dk(Cdn/2e+1 + Pbn/2c−1) when k ≤ bn/2c. This proves the claim about connect-
edness and also ρ(Pn) ≥ bn/2c+ 1.
Consider Dk(Pn) with k = bn/2c+ 1. If n ≥ 6, then k ≥ 4, and by Theorem 2.1.3 we can reconstruct the
degree list. The components of any reconstruction G are cycles and one path. Since no card in the k-deck
contains a cycle, G can only have one cycle and its length must exceed k. Now the path component has
fewer than bn/2c − 1 vertices. In Dk(Pn), there are n − k + 1 copies of Pk. However, when l < k − 1, in
Dk(Pl + Cn−l) there are n− l copies of Pk, which is larger than in Pn. Hence the deck differs from Dk(Pn)
unless G = Pn.
By (1), Dk(Cn) = Dk(Cdn/2e + Cbn/2c) when k < bn/2c. Suppose k = bn/2c. If n ≥ 8, then bn/2c ≥ 4
and by Theorem 2.1.3 we can reconstruct the degree list. Any 2-regular graph other than Cn has a cycle of
length at most bn/2c, and this can be seen in the bn/2c-deck.
For n ∈ {6, 7}, reconstruction of Cn from the 3-deck requires a different argument. We know the number
of edges of any reconstruction G from the 2-deck, and we know the number of incidences (corresponding
to edges in the line graph) from the 3-deck. This yields
∑
v∈V (G)
(
d(v)
2
)
= n =
∑
v∈V (G)
d(v)
2 . Now it is a
standard exercise by convexity that G is 2-regular. Again a cycle will appear in the 3-deck if G 6= Cn.
When n = 5, the graphs P5 and C4 +P1 have the same 3-deck, so the condition n ≥ 6 in Corollary 2.3.3
cannot be weakened. There are also three pairs of 7-vertex graphs that have the same 4-deck, but all six
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graphs are connected. Possibly the threshold k ≥ bn/2c+ 1 for guaranteed recognizability of connectedness
is sharp when n ≥ 6. Connectedness is studied further in Section 2.4
Section 2.3.1 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.3.2, which via facts (1,2,3) yield lower bounds on ρ(G)
whenever ∆(G) = 2. In Section 2.3.2 we prove that these lower bounds are optimal, giving procedures to
reconstruct G from its ρ(G)-deck in all cases. Here we give only a simplified statement of the result. The
parameter ′ in this statement depends on which paths are components of G, as detailed in Theorem 2.3.21.
Theorem 2.3.4. If ∆(G) = 2, then ρ(G) = max{bm/2c + ,m′ + ′}, where m is the number of vertices
in a largest component H of G, m′ is the number of vertices in a largest component of G− V (H) (possibly
m′ = 0),  is 1 if G has Pm as a component and otherwise 0, and ′ ∈ {0, 1, 2}.
In particular, if G is 2-regular, then the full statement yields ′ = 0 and ρ(G) = max{bm/2c ,m′}.
2.3.1 Common k-Decks for Maximum Degree 2
A useful technical lemma implies that when two graph have the same k-deck, taking the disjoint union of
either with the same third graph again yields two graphs with the same k-deck. This will allow us to change
one or two components of a graph while keeping the rest of the graph unchanged.
Let the super-k-deck of a graph G, denoted Sk(F ), be the multiset consisting of all k′-cards for all k′
such that 1 ≤ k′ ≤ k. For graphs G and G′, when Dk(G) = Dk(G′), there is a bijection g from Sk(G) to
Sk(G′) that pairs isomorphic cards.
Lemma 2.3.5. If G, G′, and H are graphs, then Dk(G) = Dk(G′) if and only if Dk(G+H) = Dk(G′+H).
Proof. There is a bijection g from Sk(G) to Sk(G′) that pairs isomorphic cards. It suffices to find such a
bijection h from Sk(G+H) to Sk(G′+H). Given a set U ⊆ V (G)∪V (H) such that |U | ≤ k, let X = U∩V (G)
and Y = U ∩ V (H). Note that |X|, |Y | ≤ k. Hence we may define h(U) = g(G[X]) + H[Y ]. In fact, h is a
bijection, and G[X] +H[Y ] ∼= g(G[X]) +H[Y ], so Dk(G+H) = Dk(G′ +H).
Conversely, suppose that Dk(G + H) = Dk(G′ + H). By Proposition 2.1.2, we also have Dj(G + H) =
Dj(G′+H) for j ≤ k. Let X be a graph with k vertices and r components. We claim s(G,X) = s(G′, X), by
induction on k + r. If r = 1, then s(G,X) = s(G+H,X)− s(H,X) = s(G′ +H,X)− s(H,X) = s(G′, X).
Let [r] = {1, . . . , r}. For r > 1, let X1, . . . , Xr be the components of X. For T ⊆ [r], let XT denote the
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disjoint union of {Xi : i ∈ T}, and let T = [r]− T . Using the induction hypothesis, we compute
s(G,X) = s(G+H,X)−
∑
∅6=T⊆[r]
s(H,XT )s(G,XT )
= s(G′ +H,X)−
∑
∅6=T⊆[r]
s(H,XT )s(G
′, XT ) = s(G
′, X).
Thus Dk(G) = Dk(G′).
We will use this lemma in both directions. In one direction, it tells us that any lower bound on ρ(G) is
also a lower bound on ρ(G+H). In the other, it tells us that when two graphs with the same k-deck have
a common component, deleting the shared component leaves two smaller graphs with the same k-deck.
When we consider only graphs where every cycle has length larger than k, every k-card is a linear forest,
meaning a disjoint union of paths. It will be simpler to prove the equal-deck result first for linear forests.
To discuss linear forests precisely, we introduce helpful notation.
Definition 2.3.6. Let L denote a list `1, . . . , `p of distinct positive integers, let m denote m1, . . . ,mp, and
let Lm denote the linear forest having mi components isomorphic to P`i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ p. Let Lmi denote the
linear forest obtained from Lm by deleting a component isomorphic to P`i , and let L
m
i,j denote the result of
deleting components isomorphic to P`i and P`j (we allow i = j when mi ≥ 2). Again s(G,H) is the number
of induced subgraphs of G isomorphic to H, and let s′(G,H) be the number of induced subgraphs of G
isomorphic to H in which a specified vertex of G is used as an isolated vertex in H.
We consider s′(G,H) only when H has an isolated vertex. The vertex specified in G does not appear in
the notation s′(G,H), because we will prove next that under appropriate conditions the value is the same
for a range of vertices. For the remainder of this section, let the vertices of Pn be w1, . . . , wn in order.
Lemma 2.3.7. Let Lm be a linear forest with k vertices. For each specified vertex wh such that k ≤ h ≤
n− k + 1, the quantity s′(Pn, Lm) has the same value.
Proof. We use induction on k. When k = 1, there is exactly one copy of P1 containing any specified vertex.
For k > 1, the value is 0 unless Lm has an isolated vertex.
We compare s′(Pn, Lm) with s′(Cn, Lm), where Cn is obtained by adding the edge wnw1. By symmetry,
s′(Cn, Lm) is independent of the specified vertex. Note that s′(Cn, Lm) does not count copies of Lm in Pn
in which some path starts with w1 and another ends with wn. On the other hand, it does count unwanted
subgraphs that use the edge wnw1.
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Note that wh is far enough from the ends of Pn that there is room for P`i containing w1 and P`j containing
wn without touching wh. Also, in Cn the edge wnw1 may occupy any of `i−1 positions within a copy of P`i .
Summing over all the possible orders of the paths or path using w1 and wn, we thus obtain the following
relation.
s′(Pn, Lm) = s′(Cn, Lm) +
∑
i,j
s′(Pn−(`i+`j+2), L
m
i,j)−
∑
i
(`i − 1)s′(Pn−(`i+2), Lmi )
Two extra vertices are deleted in each term to separate components of Lm. In the middle sum, i = j is
allowed when mi ≥ 2, and the set {i, j} yields two terms when i 6= j; this sum is empty when Lm consists
of only one path. The final sum is initially a double-sum, but we will show that the summand in the inner
sum with `i − 1 terms is constant.
By symmetry, s′(Cn, Lm) is independent of h. To obtain the same conclusion for the other terms, we
check the conditions in the statement of the induction hypothesis.
For terms in the double sum, deleting P`i and the neighboring vertex from the beginning of Pn leaves
the vertex wh with a new index h
′ in Pn−`i−`j−2. With P`i containing w1, we obtain h
′ = h − `i − 1. We
have h− `i − 1 ≥ k − (`i + `j) since h ≥ k and `j ≥ 1. Similarly,
h− `i − 1 ≤ n− (`i + `j + 2)− (k − (`i + `j)) + 1,
since h ≤ n− k + 1 and `i ≥ 1.
The last sum is actually also a double sum, but the induction hypothesis guarantees that the terms in
the inner sum are equal. When considering the terms involving `i, we lose at most (`i − 1) + 1 vertices at
the beginning of the path, yielding h′ ≥ h− `i ≥ k − `i. Similarly, we lose at most `i vertices from the end
of the path and the index must decrease at least by 2, so h′ ≤ h− 2 ≤ (n− `i − 2)− (k − `i) + 1.
By the induction hypothesis, all contributions are independent of the choice of the specified vertex when
it is in the given range.
Note that we never need the value of s′(Pn, Lm); we only need to know that the value is independent
of the specified vertex for a range of specified vertices. Lemma 2.3.7 enables us to prove the special case of
Theorem 2.3.2 for linear forests.
Theorem 2.3.8. Let Lm be a linear forest with k vertices. For an n-vertex graph G that is a disjoint union
of paths, each with at least k − 1 vertices, the number of induced copies of Lm depends only on Lm, n, and
|E(G)|.
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p1 p1 p1 p1 p1
Pq−1
wq wq+1 wq+2
p1 p1 p1 p1 p1
Pr
Figure 2.2: Linear forests with common k-decks
Proof. Given n, fixing |E(G)| is equivalent to fixing the number of components. By keeping all but two com-
ponents fixed and applying Lemma 2.3.5, it therefore suffices to show s(Pq−1 + Pr, Lm) = s(Pq + Pr−1, Lm)
for q, r ≥ k.
Consider Pq+r+2 with V (Pq+r+2) = {w1, ...wq+r+2}. Deleting {wq, wq+1, wq+2} yields Pq−1 + Pr, while
deleting {wq+1, wq+2, wq+3} yields Pq+Pr−1. Thus s(Pq−1 +Pr, Lm) = s′(Pq+r+2, Lm+P1) when specifying
wq+1, while s(Pq + Pr−1, Lm) = s′(Pq+r+2, Lm + P1) when specifying wq+1. By Lemma 2.3.7, we need only
capture q + 1 and q + 2 in the given range.
We have |V (Lm + P1))| = k + 1 and apply Lemma 2.3.7 with n = q + r + 2. Since q, r ≥ k,
|V (Lm + P1))| = k + 1 ≤ q + 1 < q + 2 = n− r ≤ n− k = n− |V (Lm + P1))|+ 1,
as desired.
Corollary 2.3.9. If G and G′ are linear forests with the same number of vertices and same number of edges
whose components have at least k − 1 vertices, then Dk(G) = Dk(G′).
We can extend the results to allow cycles because deleting any vertex of a cycle leaves the same path.
Again the problem will reduce to working with just two components.
Lemma 2.3.10. Let Lm be a linear forest with k vertices. If q ≥ k + 1 and r ≥ k − 1, then s(Pq+r, Lm) =
s(Cq + Pr, L
m)
uq
Figure 2.3: Counting s(Pq+r, L
M )
Proof. Let u1, . . . , uq+r be the vertices of V (Pq+r) in order. Consider an induced copy of L
m. Either uq is
not used, or it appears in a path of some length `i. In the latter case let t be the number of vertices starting
with uq that lie in the copy of P`i ; the hypotheses on q and r allow t to run from 1 to `i. These possibilities
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yield
s(Pq+r, L
m) = s(Pq−1 + Pr, Lm) +
p∑
i=1
`i∑
t=1
s(Pq−(`i−t)−2 + Pr−t, L
m
i ).
Now consider a vertex x on Cq in Cq +Pr. By symmetry, the choice of x does not matter. As above, in a
copy of Lm the vertex x may be omitted or appear in a copy of P`i for some i. By symmetry, the position of
x in its copy of P`i does not matter, since deleting V (P`i) and two additional unused vertices always leaves
Pq−`i−2. Thus
s(Cq + Pr, L
m) = s(Pq−1 + Pr, Lm) +
p∑
i=1
`is(Pq−`i−2 + Pr, L
m
i )
v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 v9
Figure 2.4: Counting s(Cq + P+r, L
M )
It suffices to prove that the right sides of these two equations are equal. The first term is identical. It
remains to show
s(Pq−`i−2 + Pr, L
m
i ) = s(Pq−(`i−t)−2 + Pr−t, L
m
i )
for 1 ≤ i ≤ p and 1 ≤ t ≤ `i. Adding vertices wh−1, wh, wh+1 to connect the two given paths shows that each
such value is s′(Pn, Lmi +P1) for the specified vertex wh along the host path with vertices w1, . . . , wn, where
n = q+ r+ 1− `i. Theorem 2.3.8 states that the value does not depend on h as long as k′ ≤ h ≤ n− k′+ 1,
where k′ is the number of vertices in the desired linear forest.
Here k′ = k − `i + 1 and n = q + r + 1 − `i, so we seek k − `i + 1 ≤ h ≤ q + r − k + 1. The lowest
value taken by h is q − `i, and the highest is q (when t = `i). Since q ≥ k + 1 and r ≥ k − 1, the desired
inequalities hold (and we cannot weaken the hypotheses).
Lemma 2.3.10 and Lemma 2.3.7 yield the desired result for graphs that are not 2-regular.
Corollary 2.3.11. Let G and G′ be non-regular graphs with maximum degree 2 that have the same number
of vertices and same number of edges. If all cycles in G and G′ have more than k vertices and all path
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components have at least k − 1 vertices, then Dk(G) = Dk(G′).
Proof. Since G and G′ are not regular, each has at least one path component. Using Lemma 2.3.10 to absorb
cycles into paths, each has the same k-deck as some linear forest with the same numbers of vertices and
edges as it and with at least k−1 vertices in each component. By Corollary 2.3.9, the resulting linear forests
H and H ′ have the same k-deck.
It remains only to consider 2-regular graphs, which was our original motivation. The results from the
earlier cases simplify the proof here.
Theorem 2.3.12. Let Lm be a linear forest with k vertices. For n-vertex graphs whose components are
cycles with at least k + 1 vertices, the number of induced copies of Lm depends only on Lm and n.
Proof. In particular, for each such graph, we show that the number of induced copies of Lm is the same as
in Cn. It suffices to show s(Cq+r, L
m) = s(Cq + Cr, L
m) when q, r ≥ k + 1; we can then iteratively reduce
the number of components without changing the k-deck.
Choose x ∈ V (Cq+r) and y ∈ V (Cr). We expand the two needed quantities by considering the usage of
x and y in induced copies of Lm. In each case, the specified vertex may be omitted, or it may occur in a
copy of some path P`i . In the latter case, it may occur with any position in P`i , but the resulting number
of subgraphs is the same for each position, since deleting any `i-vertex path from a cycle leaves a path of
the same length. We thus have the following two expansions.
s(Cq+r, L
m) = s(Pq+r−1, Lm) +
p∑
i=1
`is(Pq+r−`i−2, L
m
i )
s(Cq + Cr, L
m) = s(Cq + Pr−1, Lm) +
p∑
i=1
`is(Cq + Pr−`i−2, L
m
i )
It suffices to use Lemma 2.3.10 to show that corresponding terms on the right are equal. Equality of the
first terms follows from q ≥ k+ 1 and r− 1 ≥ k− 1, which hold by assumption. For the other case it suffices
to have q ≥ k − `i + 1 and r − `i − 2 ≥ k − `i − 1. The first inequality holds since q ≥ k + 1. The second
simplifies to r ≥ k + 1, which holds by assumption.
Corollary 2.3.13. Any two n-vertex graphs whose components are cycles with at least k + 1 vertices have
identical k-decks.
With Corollaries 2.3.11 and 2.3.13, we have now proved Theorem 2.3.2, our main result.
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2.3.2 ρ(G) for Graphs with Maximum Degree 2
We first reduce the problem of k-deck reconstruction to the problem of finding all components with more
than k vertices. This generalizes classical reconstruction of disconnected graphs, and it applies to all graphs.
Lemma 2.3.14. If all the components with more than k vertices in a graph G can be determined from
Dk(G), then G is k-deck reconstructible.
Proof. It suffices to show that all the components with exactly k vertices can be determined, since we have
already observed that Dk(G) determines Dk−1(G). We then iterate to find all smaller components.
Let H1, . . . ,Hr be the components of G with more than k vertices. Let F be a component with exactly
k vertices. The number of components of G isomorphic to F is obtained by subtracting
∑r
i=1 s(Hi, F ) from
the number of cards in Dk(G) isomorphic to F .
Lemma 2.3.15. If ∆(G) = 2, then the number of components of G that are paths with at least k−1 vertices
is s(G,Pk−1)− s(G,Pk)− ks(G,Ck).
Proof. Each path component with at least k − 1 vertices contributes exactly 1 to s(G,Pk−1) − s(G,Pk).
Each m-cycle with m > k contributes m to both s(G,Pk−1) and s(G,Pk). Each k-cycle contributes k
to both s(G,Pk−1) and ks(G,Ck). No smaller component contributes. Hence each component is counted
correctly.
Lemma 2.3.16. If ∆(G) = 2, then the number of components of G that are paths with at least k−1 vertices
is determined by Dk(G).
Proof. Each subgraph of G having k vertices appears exactly once as a card in Dk(G). Hence counting
the cards that are paths and cycles yields s(G,Pk) and s(G,Ck). Each induced subgraph of G that is a
copy of Pk−1 occurs as an induced subgraph of a k-card exactly n − k + 1 times, where n = |V (G)|. Thus
s(G,Pk−1) = s(J, Pk−1)/(n − k + 1), where J is the disjoint union of all the k-cards of G. Hence we can
determine all the terms in the computation in Lemma 2.3.15.
Lemma 2.3.17. Let G be a graph with maximum degree 2. If G has no path components with at least k− 1
vertices, and 0 < s(G,Pk) ≤ 2k + 1, then G has exactly one component with more than k vertices, and it is
a cycle with s(G,Pk) vertices.
Proof. By hypothesis, no components are paths with more than k vertices, so such components are cycles,
each contributing at least k + 1 cards that are Pk. With s(G,Pk) ≤ 2k + 1, there is at most one such
component. With s(G,Pk) > 0, there is at least one.
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Lemma 2.3.18. Let G be a graph with maximum degree 2. If G has exactly one path component with at
least k − 1 vertices, and 0 ≤ s(G,Pk) ≤ k, then G has no cycle with more than k vertices, and its one path
component with at least k − 1 vertices has s(G,Pk) + k − 1 vertices.
Proof. Since s(G,Pk) ≤ k, no component is a cycle with more than k vertices. Since s(Ck, Pk) = 0, all copies
of Pk come from paths, of which by hypothesis there is only one. Now s(Pm, Pk) = m− k+ 1 for m ≥ k− 1
completes the proof.
In order to use the lemmas above to prove the upper bounds, we need to determine from Dk(G) that G
has maximum degree 2. When k ≥ 4, this follows from Manvel’s result, but we will need it also sometimes
when k = 3. The cases in the next lemma will suffice.
Lemma 2.3.19. If ∆(G) = 2, then every reconstruction from D3(G) has maximum degree 2 in the following
cases: G has no isolated vertices, G = P4 +aP1 with a ≥ 0, or G = aP3 +bC3 +cP2 +dP1 with min{b, d} ≤ 3
and a ≤ 1. When G has an isolated vertex, there are alternative reconstructions with maximum degree 3 in
the following cases: G has a component with at least five vertices, or a 4-cycle, or three components forming
P4 + C3 + P1, or eight components forming 4C3 + 4P1. Let F denote the family of such graphs G.
Proof. We first exhibit the alternative reconstructions for G ∈ F . Let Yr be any tree with r vertices and
three leaves. Note that ∆(Yr) = 3.
For m ≥ 4, the graph Cm + P1 has the same 3-deck as Ym+1. The 3-deck has no triangles, m copies of
P3, and m(m− 4) copies of P2 + P1, with the other cards being 3P1.
For m ≥ 5, the graph Pm + P1 has the same 3-deck as Ym−1 + P2. The 3-deck has no triangles, m − 2
copies of P3, and (m− 2)2 + 1 copies of P2 + P1; the other cards are 3P1.
In addition, D3(P4 + C3 + P1) = D3(K+1,3 + 2P2), where K+1,3 is the “paw”, obtained from K1,3 by adding
one edge (the 3-deck has one triangle, two copies of P3, and 29 copies of P2 + P1). Also, D3(4C3 + 4P1) =
D3(K4 + 6P2) (the 3-deck has four triangles, no copies of P3, and 156 copies of P2 + P1).
For the remaining cases, let H be a reconstruction from D3(G). We know |V (H)| from D1(G) (call
it n) and |E(H)| from D2(G). Also D3(G) tells us the number of incidences between edges, which equals∑
v∈V (H)
(
dH(v)
2
)
. If G has no isolated vertices, then G has n − t/2 edges and n − t incidences, where t is
the number of vertices of degree 1. Among all lists d1, . . . , dn of nonnegative integers summing to 2n− t, by
convexity
∑(di
2
)
is minimized (and equals n− t/2) precisely when all entries are 1 or 2. Hence in this case
we know the maximum degree (and degree list) of H.
When G = P4 + aP1, every reconstruction H from D3(G) has three edges. Thus H consists of P4, K1,3,
C3, P3 + P2, or 3P2 plus isolated vertices. Among these, only G has exactly two copies of P3 in its 3-deck.
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It remains to consider G = aP3 + bC3 + cP2 + dP1 with a ≤ 1. If a = 1, then D3(G) has exactly one copy
of P3. Being connected, it comes from one component of H, and the only connected graph with exactly one
copy of P3 in its 3-deck is P3. Hence H has P3 as one component. By Lemma 2.3.5, we therefore need only
consider G = bC3 + cP2 + dP1. Let H be an alternative reconstruction from the 3-deck of a minimal such
graph G. By Lemma 2.3.5, each graph is a component in at most one of G and H.
Since P3 is not a 3-card, H is a disjoint union of complete graphs. When b > 0, we have that C3 is not
a component of H. Hence b counts the triangles in the components of H with more than three vertices.
In G, we have three edges per triangle. In H the components generating triangles have fewer than three
edges per triangle. Hence H has isolated edges, and G does not. A copy of Km in H with m > 3 uses
(
m
2
)
edges to generate
(
m
3
)
triangles, which in G use 3
(
m
3
)
edges. Hence H has 3
(
m
3
) − (m2 ) isolated edges for
each such component. Associated with each such component in H, we thus have m+ 6
(
m
3
)− 2(m2 ) vertices
in H and 3
(
m
3
)
edges in G. This requires at least 3
(
m
3
)−m(m− 2) isolated vertices in G. If ∆(H) 6= 2, then
H has a component with m ≥ 4, which requires that G has at least four isolated vertices and at least four
components that are triangles.
Finally, if G = cP2 + dP1, then we know G is reconstructible from D3(G).
These exceptions in Lemma 2.3.19 will yield exceptions to the general formula we now define.
Definition 2.3.20. Given a graph G with n vertices and maximum degree at most 2, let m and m′ be the
numbers of vertices in two largest components of G, with m ≥ m′ (possibly m′ = 0). Let  = 1 if G has Pm
as a component; otherwise  = 0. Let ′ = 2 if m′ < m − 1 and G has Pm′ as a component. Let ′ = 1 if
m′ = m− 1 and G has Pm′ as a component, if m′ < m and G has Pm′−1 but not Pm′ as a component, or if
m′ = m and at least two components of G equal Pm. Otherwise, let ′ = 0. Now define
kG = max{bm/2c+ ,m′ + ′}. (*)
Now we can determine ρ(G).
Theorem 2.3.21. Let G be a graph with n vertices and maximum degree at most 2, using notation
m,m′, , ′, kG as in Definition 2.3.20. Always ρ(G) = kG, except that ρ(G) = 4 when kG = 3 and G ∈ F .
Proof. Lower bounds. We first use facts (1),(2),(3) listed after Theorem 2.3.2. When we provide another
graph having the same k-deck, we obtain ρ(G) > k.
Consider first a largest component, and let k = bm/2c+ − 1.
(1) yields Dk(Cm) = Dk(Cdm/2e + Cbm/2c) when k < bm/2c, and
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(2) yields Dk(Pm) = Dk(Cdm/2e+1 + Pbm/2c−1) when k ≤ bm/2c.
Combined with Lemma 2.3.5, we obtain ρ(G) ≥ bm/2c+ .
Now consider two large components, and let k = m′+′−1. Suppose first that G has Pq as a component,
where q ∈ {m′,m′ − 1}.
(2) yields Dk(Cm + Pq) = Dk(Pm+q) when k < m and k ≤ q + 1,
(3) yields Dk(Pm + Pq) = Dk(Pm−1 + Pq+1) when k ≤ min{m, q + 1}.
Depending on whether the unique largest component of G is a path, these observations yield ρ(G) ≥ m′+ ′
in these cases: ′ = 2 (using q = m′), and ′ = 1 (when m′ < m using q = m′ − 1 or m′ = m − 1 using
q = m′, and when m′ = m using q = m′ = m).
When ′ = 0, every component with m′ vertices is a cycle, except when G contains Cm + Pm. This we
can also write as Pm + Cm′ , since then m
′ = m. Let k = m′ − 1. Now
(1) yields Dk(Cm + Cm′) = Dk(Cm+m′) when k < m′ ≤ m,
(2) yields Dk(Pm + Cm′) = Dk(Pm′+m) when k < m′ (since also k ≤ m+ 1).
Combined with Lemma 2.3.5, we obtain ρ(G) ≥ m′ + ′ in each case.
Thus ρ(G) ≥ kG. When kG = 3 and G ∈ F , the alternative reconstructions in Lemma 2.3.19 show that
ρ(G) ≥ 4.
Upper bounds. If |E(G)| ≤ 1, then kG = 2, and indeed G is determined by its 2-deck. If |E(G)| ≥ 2 and
∆(G) = 1, then kG = 3, and by Manvel’s result D3(G) determines the degree list, which in turn determines
G. In all other cases, ∆(G) = 2 and kG ≥ 3. If kG = 3 and G has an isolated vertex with m ≥ 4 (except
P4 + aP1) or with G containing 4C3 + 4K1, then set k = 4. Otherwise, set set k = kG.
When kG = 3 and G /∈ F , every reconstruction from D3(G) has maximum degree 2, by Lemma 2.3.19.
In all other cases k ≥ 4, and Manvel’s result implies that every reconstruction has maximum degree 2. This
fact is all we need for the main argument.
By Lemma 2.3.14, it suffices to show that Dk(G) determines the components of G with more than k
vertices. Since k ≥ kG, we have k ≥ bm/2c+  and k ≥ m′ + ′. The key claim that allows us to apply the
lemmas is this:
Claim: If k ≥ m′ + ′ and m′ < m − 1 (or m′ = m − 1 and G does not have Pm′ as a component),
then at most one path component has at least k − 1 vertices.
We check cases. If ′ = 2, then G has Pm′ as a component and has at most one component with more
vertices, which suffices since m′ < k − 1. If ′ = 1 and G has Pm′−1 but not Pm′ as a component, then at
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most one path component has at least m′ vertices, which suffices since m′ ≤ k − 1. If m′ = m − 1 and G
does not have Pm′ or Pm′−1 as a component, then ′ = 0 and G has at most one path component with at
least k − 1 vertices. The claim applies to all cases with m′ < m except when m′ = m− 1 and G has Pm′ as
a component.
For all these cases, G has at most one path component with at least k − 1 vertices. Since ′ = 2 only
when m′ < m− 1, whenever m′ < m we also have k ≤ m. Hence there is one such path component if Pm is
a component, in which case s(G,Pk) = m− k + 1, and there are none if Cm is a component and Pm is not,
in which case s(G,Pk) = m.
Now consider a reconstruction H from Dk(G). By Lemma 2.3.16, the number of components of H that
are paths with at least k−1 vertices is the same as in G. Furthermore, s(H,Pk) = s(G,Pk); this just counts
the k-cards isomorphic to Pk.
When G has no components that are paths with at least k − 1 vertices, cards that are paths arise only
from cycles with more than k vertices. In particular, since k ≥ m′, no such cards arise from m′-cycles, and
m = s(G,Pk) = s(H,Pk). Since k ≥ bm/2c +  and here  = 0, we have m ≤ 2k + 1. Now Lemma 2.3.17
implies that H has exactly one component with more than k vertices, and it is Cm.
When G has exactly one component that is a path with at least k−1 vertices, and it is Pm, the same holds
for H. Again k ≥ m′ implies that no copies of Pk areise from m′-cycles, so m− k+ 1 = s(G,Pk) = s(H,Pk).
k ≥ bm/2c +  ≤ m′ + ′ and  = 1, we have m ≤ 2k − 1, and hence m − k + 1 ≤ k. Now Lemma 2.3.18
implies that H has exactly one component with more than k vertices, and it is Pm.
In each case above the components of H having more than k vertices are the same as in G, which suffices.
In the remaining cases we show that both have no such components. These cases are when m′ = m or when
m′ = m− 1 with Pm′ being a component of G.
If G has at least two components isomorphic to Pm, then 
′ = 1 and k = m+1. Since no component of G
has at least k vertices, no card is connected; hence H has no component with at least k vertices. Otherwise,
k = m. Since G has no component with more than k vertices, at most one k-card is Pk. Thus s(H,Pk) ≤ 1.
Since ∆(H) = 2, we again conclude that H has no component with more than k vertices.
2.4 Reconstructing connectedness from the (n− 3)-deck
Motivated by Corollary 2.3.3, we ask the following question.
Question 2.4.1. For n ∈ N, what is the least k such that for every n-vertex graph G, it can be determined
from Dk(G) whether G is connected? In particular, does bn/2c+ 1 suffice when n ≥ 6?
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Ny´dl [32] proved that for any n0 ∈ N and 0 < q < 1, there exist nonisomorphic graphs of some order n
larger than n0 that have the same bqnc-deck. However, connectedness is much less information to request
than the isomorphism class, and it remains possible that bn/2c + 1 is a threshold for k such that Dk(G)
always determines whether G is connected.
The (n−1)-deck of a graph easily determines whether G is connected. A disconnected graph has at most
one connected card, have one only if G has a component with n−1 vertices. On the other hand, a connected
graph has at least two connected cards. Consider a spanning tree T of G. Whenever T − v is connected,
G− v is also connected. If v is a leaf of T , then T − v is connected. Any tree has at least two leaves, so G
has at least two connected cards.
Manvel [19] proved that if |V (G)| = n ≥ 6, then one can determine from the (n− 2)-deck whether G is
acyclic,unicyclic, regular, or bipartite. He also proved the following
Theorem 2.4.2 (Manvel [19]). For n ≥ 6, the (n − 2)-deck of an n-vertex graph G determines whether G
is connected.
Manvel uses this result to prove that when n ≥ 6 any disconnected graph with no component with n− 1
vertices can be reconstructed from the (n− 2)-deck.
Theorem 2.4.2 is sharp in its threshold on n: for n = 5, the disconnected graph whose components
are a 4-cycle and an isolated vertex has the same 3-deck as the tree obtained by subdividing one edge of
the star K1,3. Indeed, these two graphs and their complements are the only 5-vertex graphs that are not
2-reconstructible, as computed in [23].
Our result extends Theorem 2.4.2 by showing that connectedness is also 3-reconstructible when n is not
too small. Let c(D) be the number of connected cards in a deck D. Let i(D) denote the number of cards in
the deck D that have an isolated edge.
Theorem 2.4.3. Let G be an n-vertex graph. If n ≥ 25 or if G has at least six vertices of degree 1, then
the (n− 3)-deck of G determines whether G is connected.
Proof. Consider a connected graph G and a disconnected graph H having the same (n − 3)-deck. Let
D = Dn−3(G) = Dn−3(H). Given a spanning tree T of G, let D′ = Dn−3(T ).
If T −{x, y, z} is connected, then G−{x, y, z} is connected, so c(D) ≥ c(D′). Every card in D′ obtained
by deleting three leaves of T is connected. When T has at least four leaves, at least four cards in D′ arise
by deleting only leaves, so c(D′) ≥ 4. If T has exactly three leaves, then at least one leaf x has a neighbor
x′ of degree 2 (since n ≥ 5), and then deleting the three leaves or deleting x, x′, and a second leaf yields
c(D′) ≥ 3. When T has exactly two leaves, T is a path, and deleting two vertices from one end and one
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from the other yields c(D′) ≥ 2. Hence c(D) ≥ 2.
Next we restrict ∆(G). If ∆(G) = D, then G has a spanning tree T with at least D leaves. Hence
c(D) ≥ c(D′) ≥ (D3 ). Connected cards of H require H to have a component C with at least n − 3 vertices
and delete all vertices not in C. Since n ≥ 7, there is only one choice of C, and at least one vertex is outside
C, so c(D) ≤ (n−12 ). If (D3 ) > (n−12 ), then ∆(G) < D. Since n ≥ 12, we have (n−43 ) > (n−12 ), so we may
assume ∆(G) < n− 4. By Theorem 2.1.3, the degree list of G (and H) is reconstructible from D.
If H has no component with at least n− 2 vertices, then c(D) ≤ 1, so H must have a component with at
least n− 2 vertices. Since G is connected and we can reconstruct the degree list, H cannot have an isolated
vertex. Hence H consists of a component C with n− 2 vertices and a component C ′ with two vertices.
A connected card of H is obtained by deleting V (C ′) and a non-cut-vertex of C. Hence
c(D) ≤ n− 2. (2.1)
Also, any card of H obtained by deleting three vertices of C has C ′ as an isolated edge, so
i(D) ≥
(
n− 2
3
)
(2.2)
Let L be the set of leaves in G, and let l = |L|. Since we know the degree list and H has an isolated
edge, we have l ≥ 2. Let T be a spanning tree of G having the fewest leaves. Let L1 be the set of leaves
in T and L′1 = L1 − L. Let L2 and L′2 be the sets of vertices with dT (v) = 2 that have a neighbor in
T belonging to L1 or L
′
1, respectively. Let L3 and L
′
3 be the sets of vertices with dT (v) = 2 that have a
neighbor in T belonging to L2 or L
′
2, respectively. Let li = |Li| and l′i = |L′i|. Note that l3 ≤ l2 ≤ l1. Also,
l′3 ≤ l′2 ≤ l′1 = l1 − l ≤ l1 − 2.
Cards of T obtained in the following ways are connected: (1) deleting three vertices of L1, (2) deleting
a vertex of L2, its neighbor in L1, and another vertex of L1, and (3) deleting a vertex in L3, its neighbor v
in L2, and the neighbor of v in L1. Hence
c(D) ≥
(
l1
3
)
+ l2(l1 − 1) + l3 (2.3)
Let iˆ denote the number of cards in D′ having two isolated vertices that are adjacent in G. Consider a
card G − {x, y, z} in D having uv as an isolated edge. In T − {x, y, z}, either uv is an isolated edge, or u
and v are isolated vertices. Therefore, i(D) ≤ i(D′) + iˆ.
First we bound i(D′). If e ∈ E(T ) can be isolated by deleting one vertex of T , then e has endpoints
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One deletion Two deletions
Figure 2.5: Cases for i(D′)
in L1 and L2. Such an edge is isolated in
(
n−3
2
)
cards of D′. Other edges of T require at least two
vertex deletions to become isolated and hence can be isolated in at most n − 4 cards of D′. Therefore,
i(D′) ≤ l2
(
n−3
2
)
+ (n− 1− l2)(n− 4).
Next, we bound iˆ by considering cards of T that isolate two vertices x and y such that xy ∈ E(G). A
leaf in T that is also a leaf in G cannot be in such a pair. First consider x, y ∈ L′1. Replacing the edge of T
at one of these leaves by the edge xy reduces the number of leaves unless the neighbors of both leaves lie in
L′2. Hence by the choice of T there are at most
(
l′2
2
)
such pairs {x, y}, and for each such pair the two vertices
are both isolated in at most n− 4 cards of D′.
x y
w
y
x
Figure 2.6: Cases for iˆ: two deletions
Next consider x ∈ L′1 and y /∈ L1. If two deletions isolate both x and y, then x and y have a common
neighbor w and dT (y) = 2. If dT (w) ≥ 3, then T − wy + xy has fewer leaves than T . Thus, w ∈ L′2 and
y ∈ L′3. Hence there are at most l′3 such pairs {x, y}. Each such pair is isolated in n− 4 cards of D′, yielding
at most l′3(n− 4) cards.
Any other leaf/non-leaf pair {x, y} requires at least three vertex deletions to both become isolated.
Therefore, such a pair is isolated in at most one card of Dn−3(T ). This yields at most l′1(n − l1 − l2 − l3)
cards. Since l1 + l2 ≥ 4, we can take l′1(n− 4) as a bound here.
When x and y are both non-leaf vertices of T , they cannot both be isolated by three vertex deletions
unless they have a common neighbor and both have degree 2 in T . In that case, they both become isolated
in one (n− 3)-card of T . The number of pairs of internal vertices of degree 2 with a common neighbor is at
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y y
Figure 2.7: Cases for iˆ: three deletions, x and y nonleaves
most the number of pairs of incident non-pendant edges in T , which is at most
(
n−3
2
)
since l1 ≥ 2.
Summing the bounds and using l′3(n− 4) ≤ l3(n− 4) ≤ l2(n− 4),
i(D) ≤ i(D′) + iˆ
≤ l2
(
n− 3
2
)
+ (n− 1)(n− 4) +
(
l′2
2
)
(n− 4) + l′1(n− 4) +
(
n− 3
2
) (2.4)
We obtain the following inequalities by combining (2.1) with (2.3) and (2.2) with (2.4).
(
l1
3
)
+ l2(l1 − 1) + l3 ≤ n− 2
(
n− 2
3
)
≤ l2
(
n− 3
2
)
+ (n− 1)(n− 4) +
(
l′2
2
)
(n− 4) + l′1(n− 4) +
(
n− 3
2
)
After dividing the second inequality by (n− 3)(n− 4)/6, we can combine the two formulas and simplify
to obtain
(
l1
3
)
+ l2(l1 − 1) ≤ 3l2 + 6n− 1 + l
′
1
n− 3 + 3l
′
2
l′2 − 1
n− 3 + 3.
The inequality l′1 ≤ l1 − 2 yields n−1+l
′
1
n−3 ≤ 2. Also, since l′2 ≤ l′1, we have l′2 ≤ (n − 2)/2, and hence
l′2−1
n−3 ≤ 12 . Thus (
l1
3
)
+ l2(l1 − 5.5) ≤ 15
When l1 ≥ 6, the above inequality fails. Therefore, we may assume l1 < 6.
We now focus on (2.2) and (2.4). Recall the discussion of isolating two internal vertices of T that share
a common neighbor. We used the loose bound
(
n−3
2
)
on the number of pairs of incident non-pendant edges,
which is actually bounded by [
∑
v∈V (T )
(
d(v)
2
)
]− l1. Now we study this sum more carefully using l1 < 6. Each
vertex of degree 2 contributes 1 to the sum. Using 2|E(T )| = ∑ d(v) = 2n − 2, subtracting 2(n − l1) + l1
from both sides yields
∑
d(v)>2(d(v)−2) = l1−2. This implies that the total contribution to
∑
v∈V (T )
(
d(v)
2
)
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by vertices having degree larger than 2 is at most
(
l1
2
)
. Also the number of vertices of degree 2 is at most
n− 1− l1 if l1 > 2. Our bound on the number of cards of this type is now n− 1− 2l1 +
(
l1
2
)
, which for l1 ≤ 5
is at most n− 1.
Thus we can replace the final
(
n−3
2
)
by n − 1 in (2.4). We also replace l′1(n − 4) by l′1(n − l1 − l2 − l3)
and reintroduce the (l′3 − l2)(n− 4) that was dropped. Thus the combination of (2.2) and (2.4) improves to
(
n− 2
3
)
≤ l2
(
n− 3
2
)
+ (n− 1 + l′3 − l2)(n− 4) +
(
l′2
2
)
(n− 4) + l′1(n− l1 − l2 − l3) + (n− 1)
Using l3 ≤ l2 ≤ l1 ≤ 5 and l′3 ≤ l′2 ≤ l′1 ≤ 3, if the right side is maximized by letting all the parameters
achieve their maximum, then the inequality becomes
(
n− 2
3
)
≤ 7
(
n− 3
2
)
+ 3(n− 4) + 3(n− 15) + (n− 1)
Is the right side really maximized by letting them all be maximized? If so, then for which n is this inequality
violated? I think it will better than the previous one, preserved below.
(
n− 2
3
)
≤ 5
(
n− 3
2
)
+ (n− 1)(n− 3) + 6(n− 4)
This inequality fails when n ≥ 25, preventing uncertainty about connectedness.
2.5 Complete multipartite graphs and clique-unions
In this section we study reconstructibility of complete multipartite graphs. Since ρ(G) = ρ(G) for every
graph G, we are simultaneously studying their complements, which are disjoint unions of complete graphs.
Only graphs with at most one edge (and their complements) are 2-deck reconstructible, since these are
the only graphs determined by their numbers of vertices and edges. Building on the little that can be
determined from the 2-deck, we ask the following question:
Question 2.5.1. For small values of k, what graphs are k-deck reconstructible? What properties are k-deck
reconstructible?
Much more information is learned from the 3-deck. The 3-deck determines the number of times two
edges are incident and the number of triangles in the graph. Note that the number of edge incidences is the
number of edges in the line graph. Recall that a line graph of a graph G is obtained by introducing a vertex
ve for every edge in G and making vertices ve and ve′ adjacent if and only if e and e
′ are incident in G.
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We would like to characterize all the graphs that are 3-deck reconstructible. We make the following
observation.
Observation 2.5.2. For a graph G, it can be determined from D3(G) whether G is a complete multipartite
graph, and similarly whether G is a clique-union.
It is easy to observe that membership in this family is 3-deck reconstructible, since a graph is complete
multipartite if and only if it does not have P2 + P1 as an induced subgraph (similarly, it is a disjoint union
of complete graphs if and only if it does not have P3 as an induced subgraph). Note we are only able to
determine that a graph is in this family from the 3-deck, not reconstruct G.
Graphs with maximum degree 1 (and their complements) are 3-deck reconstructible, since by Manvel’s
result the 3-deck determines the degree list. This statement generalizes.
Proposition 2.5.3. If G is a disjoint union of complete graphs of order at most m, then G is (m+ 1)-deck
reconstructible (the same holds for G).
Proof. For m = 1, the empty graph is 2-deck reconstructible. For m ≥ 2, the absence of P3 in the 3-deck
determines that G is a disjoint union of complete graphs (since the 3-deck is available from the (m+1)-deck).
Since ∆(G) < m, by Theorem 2.1.3 we can reconstruct the degree list. Every disjoint union of complete
graphs is determined by its degree list.
When the parts are large, we still have an upper bound on the size of the cards needed.
Theorem 2.5.4. Every complete r-partite graph is (r + 1)-deck reconstructible (as are disjoint unions of r
complete graphs).
Proof. Let G be a complete r-partite graph. Since Kn is 2-deck reconstructible, we may assume r ≥ 2. By
Observation 2.1.2, the deck Dk(G) is also available, for 3 ≤ k ≤ r. The absence of P2 + P1 from D3(G)
determines that G is a complete multipartite graph. The presence of Kr in Dr(G) and absence of Kr+1 from
Dr+1(G) determine that G is a complete r-partite graph.
Let the sizes of the parts be q1, . . . , qr (not necessarily distinct). Let f(x) =
∏r
i=1(x− qi). The r roots of
f are the integers q1, . . . , qr. Let Qi be the multiset of i-element multisets from the list (q1, . . . , qr). Let si
be the sum over R ∈ Qi of the product of the elements of R. Note that f(x) =
∑r
i=0(−1)isixr−1, where si
is the sum over all of the products of i elements in {q1, . . . , qr}. For example, s1 = q1 + q2 + · · ·+ qr. Also,
s2 = q1q2 + q1q3 + · · ·+ qr−1qr and sr = q1q2 · · · qr.
The number of copies of Ki in G is equal to the number of cards isomorphic to Ki in Di(G). For a card
in Di(G) to be a complete graph, a single vertex from each of i independent sets must be in the card. The
number of such cards is calculated below. Let Qi be the set of all i element subsets of {q1, . . . , qr}
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s(G;Ki) =
∑
Q∈Qi
∏
qj∈Q
qj
For example, s(G;K1) = q1+q2+...+qr. Also, s(G;K2) = q1q2+q1q3+...+qr−1qr and s(G;Kr) = q1 · · · qr.
In fact, s(G,Ki) = si, and Di(G) determines s(G,Ki). Hence Dr+1(G) determines f .
f(x) = xr − s(G;K1)xr−1 + . . .+ (−1)rs(G;Kr) = xr − s1xr−1 + . . .+ (−1)rsrn
Knowing f , we also know all its derivatives. Hence by evaluating f and its derivatives at positive integers,
we can determine the multiset of part-sizes.
We know that complete bipartite graphs are not 2-deck reconstructible, since they are not determined
by their numbers of edges and vertices. Similarly, even though the 3-deck determines that a complete
multipartite graph is complete multipartite, not all complete tripartite graphs are 3-deck reconstructible.
Example 2.5.5. The graphs K7 +K4 +K3 and K6 +K6 +K1 +K1 have the same 3-deck. The 3-deck is
as follows:
s(K7 +K4 +K3,K3) = 84 = s(K6 +K6 +K1 +K1,K3)
s(K7 +K4 +K3,K1 +K2) = 240 = s(K6 +K6 +K1 +K1,K1 +K2)
s(K7 +K4 +K3,K3) = 40 = s(K6 +K6 +K1 +K1,K3)
By the argument in Theorem 2.5.4, the only thing we need to exclude complete (r + 1)-partite graphs
as alternative reconstructions from the r-deck of a complete r-partite graph is the absence of Kr+1. Thus,
among Kr+1-free graphs, a complete r-partite graph is determined by its r-deck. We have not generalized
the construction in Example 2.5.5 to obtain a complete r-partite graph that is not r-deck reconstructible.
Hence we ask:
Question 2.5.6. For r > 3, do there exist a complete r-partite graph and a complete (r+ 1)-partite graph
having the same r-deck?
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Chapter 3
Degree Associated Reconstruction of
Graphs
3.1 Introduction
One approach to studying reconstruction is to consider extra information along with the deck or with each
card. In this chapter we delete only one vertex to form a card. A degree-associated card or dacard is a pair
(C, d) consisting of a card and the degree of the missing vertex. The dadeck is the multiset of dacards. A
dacard helps with the difficulty of reconstructing without the whole deck, because it provides a vital piece
of information. Including the degree of the missing vertex is equivalent to being given the number of edges
of the graph, which is the equal to the number of edges in a card plus the given degree.
Given the full deck without degrees, it is easy to compute the degrees of the missing vertices; hence the
Reconstruction Conjecture is equivalent to reconstructibility from the dadeck. Since dacards provide more
information, graphs may be reconstructible using fewer dacards than cards. Ramachandran [33] defined
the degree-associated reconstruction number, denoted drn(G), to be the minimum number of dacards that
determine G. Barrus and West [3] characterized the graphs G with drn(G) = 1.
Theorem 3.1.1 ([3]). The dacard (C, d) belongs to the dadeck of only one graph (up to isomorphism) if and
only if one of the following holds:
• d = 0 or d = |V (C)|
• d = 1 or d = |V (C)| − 1, and C is vertex transitive.
• C is a complete graph or an empty graph.
In Section 3.2, we enlarge the set of graphs known to have degree-associated reconstruction number 2.
We develop a tool for reconstructing from two dacards. For a graph G that meets the conditions of the tool,
we obtain drn(G) ≤ 2. n the same section, we prove that any disconnected graph with components having
a special property are determined from a set of two dacards. This includes most disconnected forests.
Myrvold [31] proved that rn(T ) = 3 for every tree with at least three vertices except P4. Barrus and
West [3] proved drn(G) ≥ 3 for vertex-transitive graphs and drn(G) = 2 for all caterpillars except stars
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(where the value is 1) and the one 6-vertex tree with vertex degrees (3, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1), this tree is seen in
Figure 3.2 They also conjectured the following:
Conjecture 3.1.2. If T is a tree, then drn(G) ≤ 2, with finitely many exceptions.
We give further support to Conjecture 3.1.2 by proving drn(T ) = 2 for T in certain families of trees. Let
T be a tree such that all the 3+-vertices that have at least two nonleaf neighbors are contained in a single
path. We prove that if T has a vertex with good degree adjacent to a leaf, then drn(T ) = 2. A tree in
this family arises from the family of caterpillars by applying certain operations. This section also includes a
result considering trees in this family that may not have a good degree adjacent to a leaf, but that satisfy
another degree condition.
We prove that if T is a tree with at most one vertex that has degree at least 3 and has at least two
non-leaf neighbors, then drn(T ) ≤ 2, except for the two trees identified by Barrus and West.
Barrus and West [3] also conjectured that the maximum of drn(G) over n-vertex graphs is n/4 + 2,
achieved by the disjoint union of two copies of the complete bipartite graph Kn/4,n/4. Although rn(G) = 3
for almost every graph (Bolloba´s [4]), drn(G) = 2 for almost all graphs [3].
We recall some definitions from Chapter 1. The adversary degree-associated reconstruction number,
denoted adrn(G), is the least k such that any k dacards determine G; note that drn(G) ≤ adrn(G) for
every G. An edge-card of G is obtained by deleting one edge; the multiset of all edge-cards is the edge-deck.
The Edge-Reconstruction Conjecture (Harary [10]) states that every graph with more than three edges is
determined by its edge-deck (the claw K1,3 and the disjoint union of a triangle and one vertex have the same
edge-deck).
We can associate the degree of the deleted edge with an edge-card to form a decard; the multiset of
all decards is the dedeck. This leads to degree-associated edge-reconstruction parameters: dern(G) is the
minimum k such that some k decards determines G, and adern(G) is the minimum k such that any k decards
determines G.
The study of dern and adern was initiated by Monikandan and Sundar Raj [26]. They determined dern(G)
and adern(G) when G is a regular graph, a complete bipartite graph, a path, a wheel, or a double-star. They
also proved that dern(G) ≤ 2 and adern(G) ≤ 3 when G is a complete 3-partite set whose part-sizes differ
by at most 1.
In Sections 3.3 and 3.4, we determine drn, adrn, dern, and adern for all complete multipartite graphs
and their complements, generalizing the results of [26] and [25] for complete birpartite graphs and complete
graphs. This is joint work with Ma, Shi, and West. In most cases all four parameters equal 2 on Kn and its
complement, where n = (n1, . . . , nr) and Kn = Kn1,...,nr . We will see that there are exceptional cases.
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3.2 Reconstructing from two dacards
Barrus and West [3] identified certain families that can be reconstructed from two dacards. We continue to
identify graphs with degree-associated reconstruction number 2.
Definition 3.2.1. An integer k is good for a graph G if no vertex in G has degree k − 1. We also say that
a vertex is good in G if its degree is good.
Working towards proving the Reconstruction Conjecture, the following was proved using good degrees.
Proposition 3.2.2. A graph G is reconstructible if it has a vertex v such that every neighbor of v is good.
This result is easily shown using reconstructability of the degree list. Such a vertex is identified when
the card G− v has d(v) vertices whose degrees are not in the degree list of G. Reconstruct G from G− v by
making v adjacent to these d(v) vertices.
We study an analogous idea in degree-associated reconstruction to prove a sufficient condition for
drn(G) ≤ 2. Without the full dadeck, it is hard to compute the degree list. This makes it more chal-
lenging to identify when a vertex has only good neighbors. If G has such a vertex v, then having the card
G− v and the degree list would be enough to reconstruct G. For degree-associated reconstruction, we make
use of a second special vertex to determine the degrees of the neighbors of v and that these degrees are good.
Definition 3.2.3. When considering a dacard (G−v, dG(v)) we let k(v) = 1 when dG(v) ≥ k and k(v) = 0
when dG(v) < k.
Definition 3.2.4. A k-vertex is a vertex having degree k, and a k+-vertex is a vertex having degree at
least k. A k-neighbor of a vertex v is a neighbor of v with degree k. Let n(G), nk(G), and n
+
k (G) denote
the number of vertices, the number of k-vertices, and the number of k+-vertices in G, respectively. In this
notation, an integer k is good in G if nk−1(G) = 0.
Lemma 3.2.5. Let v be a vertex in a graph G. If nk−1(G−v) = 0, then the dacard (G−v, d(v)) determines
the number of vertices with degree at least k in every graph having (G− v, dG(v)) as a dacard. In particular,
for any reconstruction H from (G− v, d(v)), we have n+k (H) = n+k (G− v) + k(v).
Proof. Note that V (H) = V (G). Also, for x ∈ V (H) − {v} we have dH(x) ∈ {dG−v(x), dG−v(x) + 1}; the
choice is determined by whether x and v are adjacent.
If dG−v(x) ≥ k, then dH(x) ≥ k. If dG−v(x) < k, then dG−v(x) < k − 1 since nk−1(G − v) = 0. Thus
dH(x) < k. Thus, if dG(v) < k, then n
+
k (H) = n
+
k (G− v); if dG(v) ≥ k, then n+k (H) = n+k (G− v) + 1.
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Lemma 3.2.6. Let k be a good degree in a graph G, and suppose that G has a vertex y with no k-neighbors
in G. For any reconstruction H from the dacards (G− x, d(x)) and (G− y, d(y)), with x 6= y, every vertex
of degree k − 1 in G− x is a neighbor of x in H.
Proof. The graph G−y has no vertices of degree k−1, since k is good in G and y has no neighbor with degree
k. Lemma 3.2.4 yields n+k (H) = n
+
k (G− y) + k(y). Since G is one such reconstruction, n+k (H) = n+k (G).
For a vertex x in any graph J , the number of k-neighbors of x in J is n+k (J) − n+k (J − x) − k(x).
In particular, the number of k-neighbors of x in H equals the number of k-neighbors of x in G, since
n+k (H) = n
+
k (G) and H − x = G− x.
Since G has no vertex of degree k− 1, the number of k-neighbors of x in G is nk−1(G− x). Thus also in
H there are nk−1(H − x) neighbors of x with degree k. In fact, those neighbors must be all the vertices of
degree k − 1 in the card, because n+k (H) = n+k (G).
Theorem 3.2.7. If x and y are vertices of a graph G such that the degree of every neighbor of x is good and
no neighbor of y has the same degree as any neighbor of x, then the dacards (G− y, d(y)) and (G− x, d(x))
determine G.
Proof. Let k = dG(x
′) for some x′ ∈ NG(x). By hypothesis, k is a good degree in G. We have also assumed
that y has no k-neighbor in G.
By Lemma 3.2.6, in every reconstruction from these two dacards x is adjacent to all vertices of degree
k− 1 in G−x. Since all neighbors of x have good degree, applying this to all good k obtains all the vertices
of G− x that are neighbors of x in G, thereby reconstructing G.
Note that when given only (G − y, d(y)) and (G − x, d(x)), we do not know whether the conditions
of Theorem 3.2.7 are satisfied; in particular, we do not know what degrees are good. Nevertheless, for
each k such that nk−1(G − y) = 0, we compute n+k (G − y) + k(y) − n+k (G − x) − k(x), which equals
n+k (G)−n+k (G−x)−k(x) when y has no k-neighbors in G. We can compute these values without knowing G.
Whenever this equals nk−1(G−x), we know that in any reconstruction x is adjacent to all the (k−1)-vertices
in G−x. If the total of nk−1(G−x) over all k such that nk−1(G−x) = n+k (G−y)+−k(y)−n+k (G−x)−k(x)
equals d(x), then we have found all the neighbors of x.
Corollary 3.2.8. If G is a clique-union that is not regular, then drn(G) ≤ 2 (the same holds for G).
Proof. Let G be a clique-union that is not regular. If there is an isolated vertex, then drn(G) = 1.
When G has no vertex of degree 0, the minimum degree of G is a good degree. Let k be a good degree
of G, so G has Kk+1 as a component. If x is a vertex in such a component, then every neighbor of x has
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good degree. There is a vertex y in G that has degree k′ differant from k since G is not regular. Every
vertex is in a component that is a complete graph, so every neighbor of y has degree k’. Hence drn(G) ≤ 2
by Theorem 3.2.7.
Using an idea like that in the proof of Lemma 3.2.5, we prove that whenever G is a disconnected graph
with components of a special form, drn(G) ≤ 2. Let a k-component and a k+-component be components
with k vertices and at least k vertices, respectively.
Theorem 3.2.9. Let G be a disconnected graph. If G has components C and C ′ such that |V (C)| + 1 <
|V (C ′)| and vertices v ∈ V (C) and v′ ∈ V (C ′) such that d(v) = d(v′) = 1, then drn(G) = 2.
Proof. Let G have c components. Consider the dacards (G − v, 1) and (G − v′, 1). The graph G − v has
c components, and adding a leaf cannot change the number of components, so every reconstruction has c
components.
Let r = |V (C)| and r′ = |V (C)|. For all k except k ∈ {r − 1, r, r′ − 1, r}, the k-components in G − v
and G− v′ are the same. The graph G− v has one more (r− 1)-component and one less r-component than
G− v′. Reconstruct G from G− v by replacing the extra (r− 1)-component in G− v (compared to G− v′)
with the extra r-component in G− v′ (compared to G− v).
Corollary 3.2.10. If F is a forest having components T and T ′ such that |V (T )| + 1 < |V (T ′)|, then
drn(F ) ≤ 2.
This follows directly because every component is a tree and therefore contains a vertex of degree 1.
This result does not extend to all forests, since H1 and H2 are known to have degree-associated reconstruction
number 3. Among disconnected forests, we have the following exception.
Proposition 3.2.11. drn(mK2) = 3.
Proof. The forest (matching) mK2 has only one type of dacard ((m − 1)K2 + K1, 1) and the graph (m −
2)K2 +K1 + P3 also has two copies of this dacard in its dadeck.
However, any reconstruction of a graph with three copies of ((m− 1)K2 +K1, 1) in its dadeck must have
maximum degree 1. Suppose that a reconstruction from three copies of the card has a vertex u with two
neighbors v and v′. All three cards arise from a leaf being deleted. A leaf neighbor of u cannot be deleted
in all three cards, so one of the cards contains a vertex of degree 2. Thus, any reconstruction of three copies
of ((m− 1)K2 +K1, 1) has maximum degree 1. The only such reconstruction is mK2.
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It remains open whether any other disconnected forest has degree-associated reconstruction number
larger than 2. The forest mK2 is the only regular disconnected forest that is not the empty graph, so any
other exception will have two distinct dacards.
Recall that a caterpillar is a tree that becomes isomorphic to a path when all the leaves are deleted. Barrus
and West [3] proved that, with only two exceptions, all caterpillars have degree-associated reconstruction
number at most 2.
Theorem 3.2.12. [3] If T is a caterpillar that is neither H1 nor a star, then drn(T ) = 2.
H1 H2
Figure 3.1: H1 and H2
Welhan [40] proved that trees satisfying a special property are reconstructible from two cards when given
the extra information that the reconstruction is a tree. Recall that a stem vertex in a tree is a vertex that
has at most one non-leaf neighbor.
Theorem 3.2.13 ([40]). Fix s ≥ 3. Let T be a tree with stem vertex u of degree s such that T has no stem of
degree s− 1. Let v be a leaf adjacent to u. Given the information that T is a tree, either T is reconstructible
from T − u and T − v or T belongs to one of three special classes of trees.
With the exception of the three special classes of trees, the reconstruction was obtained from two cards,
with one arising by deleting a leaf. All three of these special classes of trees are classes of caterpillars. In
degree-associated reconstruction, a leaf dacard (T − v, 1) of a tree T determines that any reconstruction of
the dacard is a tree. We thus have a corollary of Welhan’s result.
Corollary 3.2.14. For a tree T , if T has a stem vertex of degree s such that s ≥ 3 and T has no stem
vertex of degree s− 1, then drn(T ) ≤ 2 unless T = H1.
Proof. If T is a caterpillar, then we use the method of Barrus and West. Otherwise, we use the method of
Welhan, using that we know that T is a tree from the dacard where a leaf is deleted.
Definition 3.2.15. The operation of subdividing an edge uv adds vertex w to V (G) and replaces edge uv
with edges uw and wv. Note that H2 is a subdivision of H1. A subdivided caterpillar is a caterpillar where
some edges have been subdivided wome number of times. A toe is leaf neighbor of a stem vertex. The
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operation of adding a toe to G adds a vertex w to V (G) and adds edge uw where u is a stem vertex of G.
A subdivided caterpillar with toes is a subdivided caterpillar where toes may have been added. Note that
stating a graph is a subdivided caterpillar with toes allows for the possibility that no toes have been added.
Barrus and West [3] characterized the graphs G such that drn(G) = 1 (Theorem 3.1.1). The only trees
with degree-associated reconstruction number equal to 1 are stars. We may also exclude any graphs that
are caterpillars from our study due to Theorem 3.2.12.
Theorem 3.2.16. Let T be a subdivided caterpillar with toes. When T has a vertex u with good degree that
has a neighbor that is a leaf or a stem vertex, drn(T ) = 2 or T is a star.
Proof. If T has a stem vertex of degree s such that s ≥ 3 and T has no stem vertex of degree s − 1, then
drn(T ) = 2 by Corollary 3.2.14. If T has no such stem vertex, then u is not a stem vertex and there is a
stem vertex v having degree 2.
Let y be the leaf neighbor of v and let x be a neighbor of u that is a leaf or a stem vertex. The vertex x
has only one nonleaf neighbor u, and that neighbor has good degree. Also, G has no vertex of degree 0 so 1
is a good degree. Thus, every neighbor of x has good degree. The vertex y has only one neighbor v, and that
neighbor has degree 2. Note that 2 is not good since T has vertices with degree 1. Thus, 1 < d(u) 6= d(v)
and by Theorem 3.2.7 drn(T ) = 2.
The subdivided caterpillars with toes that have no good vertex are not included in this theorem. Note
that if a subdivided caterpillar has a good vertex and is not included in Theorem 3.2.16, then the good vertex
v is a 4+-vertex that is not a stem vertex and has all nonleaf neighbors. The neighborhood of v includes
at most two vertices that do not have degree 2, since all of the 3+-vertices that are not stem vertices are
contained in a single path. We consider other conditions on the 3+-vertices with at least 2 nonleaf neighbors
below.
Let Sn denote a star with n leaves. A near-star, denoted Si,j , is a tree with a vertex v having degree
i + j such that G − v is isomorphic to iK1 + jK2. A near-star Si,j is obtained from Si+j by subdividing j
distinct edges.
v
Figure 3.2: The near-star S4,3
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Proposition 3.2.17. If T is a near-star, then drn(T ) = 2 or T is a star.
Proof. Let T = Si,j . When j < 3, the tree Si,j is a caterpillar and drn(Si,j) = 2 by Theorem 3.2.12.
When j ≥ 3, let c be the vertex of degree i + j and let l be any leaf. Consider the cards (T − l, 1) and
C(T − c, j + k). From (T − l, 1) we know that every reconstruction is a tree. Every reconstruction is a tree,
so in T − c the missing vertex must be adjacent to a vertex in every component. Each component of T − c
is vertex-transitive (an isolated vertex of K2), so every reconstruction from C2 that is a tree is isomorphic
to T .
Note that if i + j > 3, then drn(Si,j) = 2 using Corollary 3.2.16, since Si,j has a vertex having good
degree and a neighbor that is a leaf or a stem vertex.
c
Figure 3.3: A subdivided star with toes
A subdivided star with toes that is not a caterpillar, has a unique 3+-vertex v such that v is not a stem
vertex. We prove that when G is a subdivided star with toes, drn(G) = 2 or G is a star.
Lemma 3.2.18. Let F be a forest with d components having a vertex v such that v has at most one nonleaf
neighbor. If we obtain tree T by adding a vertex u to F and making u adjacent to one vertex in each
component of F , then T − v has at most two nontrivial components.
v
w
u
Figure 3.4: Figure for Lemma 3.2.18
Proof. Let C be the component of F containing v and let C ′ be the largest component of C − v. Let w be
the neighbor of u in C. If w ∈ V (C ′), then T − v has only one nontrivial component. If w = v or w is a
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leaf neighbor oof v, then the only components of T − v that can be nontrivial are C ′ and the component
containing u.
Theorem 3.2.19. If T is a tree having exactly one vertex with degree at least 3 that is not a stem vertex,
then drn(T ) = 2.
Proof. Let c be the vertex of T that is not a stem vertex and has degree at least 3. The graph T − c must
have at least 3 nontrivial components, since otherwise T is a caterpillar and drn(T ) ≤ 2 by Theorem 3.2.12.
Case 1: c has a leaf neighbor. Here d(c) ≥ 4. Let l be a leaf neighbor of c. Consider the dacards
(T − c, dT (c)) and (T − l, 1). The graph T − c has at least three nontrivial components, so the missing vertex
is not a stem vertex. From (T − l, 1) we recognize that T is a tree.
Let T ′ be a reconstruction from (T − l, 1) that also has (T − c, dT (c)) as a dacard. Assume that T ′ is not
T , so T ′ is not formed by making the missing leaf adjacent to c. Any vertex in T ′ with degree larger than
3 other than c was a stem vertex in T . Thus, if a vertex v has degree dT (c) in T
′, then the forest T − l the
vertex v has at most one nonleaf neighbor. By Lemma 3.2.18, T ′− v has at most two nontrivial components
so (T − c, dT (c)) is not a card of T ′.
Case 2: c has no neighbor that is a leaf. We have dT (c) ≥ 3. Every component in T − c contains one
vertex that is a stem vertex in T , since T − c has only nontrivial components. If T has a stem vertex
with degree s (where s ≥ 3) such that there is no stem vertex with degree s − 1, then by Corollary 3.2.14
drn(T ) ≤ 2. Hence we may assume that T has a stem vertex with degree 2. It has one neighbor in T that
is a leaf and its component in T − c is a path.
Let ` be the minimum number of vertices in a path component of T − c. Let m be the number of
components that are isomorphic to P` in T − c. Let u be a neighbor of c that is in a copy of P` in T − c.
Consider the dacards (T − c, dT (c)) and (T − u, 2). Let T ′ be a reconstruction from (T − u, 2) that has
(T − c, dT (c)) as a dacard. The forest T − u has two components, so T ′ has at most 2 components. Next we
will establish that T ′ must be a tree. If T ′ has two components, then either T ′ has a path component with
` − 1 vertices or T ′ has a component with ` vertices containing a cycle. If T ′ contains a path component
with `− 1 vertices, then any dacard whose missing vertex has degree at least 3 in T ′ has a path with `− 1
vertices, so (T − c, dT (c)) is not a dacard of T ′.
If T ′ contains a component with ` vertices having a cycle, then (T − c, dT (c)) must arise from deleting a
vertex of the cycle. However, any dacard that deletes a vertex in the cycle contains a component with n− `
vertices, so again T ′ does not have (T − c, dT (c)) as a dacard. Thus, any graph having (T − c, dT (c)) and
(T − u, 2) as dacards is a tree. In each of T − c and T − u, the missing vertex is adjacent to one vertex in
each component.
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cu
P`−1
Figure 3.5: A reconstruction of (T − u, 2)
Case 2a: dT (c) ≥ 4. Assume that T ′ is not formed from T − u by making the missing vertex adjacent to
c. Any vertex v in T ′ with degree dT (c) has at most one nonleaf neighbor in T −u, so T ′−v has at most two
nontrivial components by Lemma 3.2.18; hence, (T −c, dT (c)) is not a dacard of T ′.Thus, any reconstruction
from (T − u, 2) that also has (T − c, dT (c)) as a dacard arises from making u adjacent to c.
Next we establish the neighbor of u in the path component of T − u. If T ′ arises from T − u by making
the missing vertex adjacent to an endpoint of that path, then T ′ ∼= T . Otherwise, T ′ arises from making
the missing vertex adjacent to c and an internal vertex v of the P`−1. The tree T ′ has only one vertex of
degree dT (c) that is not a stem vertex and leaves m − 1 components isomorphic to P` when deleted, since
the component containing u will contain a 3-vertex. Thus, (T − c, dT (c)) is not a dacard of T ′.
Case 2b: dT (c) = 3. The forest T − u has two components, and exactly one is isomorphic to P`−1, we
call this component P and the other component H. Note that H is a path possibly with toes at each end.
Let p and h be the neighbors of u in T ′ such that p ∈ V (P ) and h ∈ V (H).
The forest T ′ − p contains a path component with fewer than ` vertices, so (T ′ − p, dT ′(p)) is not a copy
of (T − c, 3). Let s be a stem vertex in H. If dT ′(s) = 3, then T − s contains an isolated vertex, so (T − s, 3)
is not a copy of (T − c, 3). Therefore, h must be a vertex of degree 3 in T , and (T ′− h, 3) is the only dacard
of T ′ that is a copy of (T − c, 3).
Next, we will determine p and h. If T ′ arises by making u adjacent to a vertex of degree 2 in P , then
T ′ − h has m− 1 components isomorphic to P`; hence p is an endpoint of P . Let u′ be the neighbor of u in
T that is not c. Note that u′ is an endpoint of P , so either p is u′ or there is an automorphism pi of P such
that pi(u′) = p.
When p is an endpoint of P , there is only one 2-vertex h ∈ H (up to isomorphism) such that T ′−h ∼= T−h.
The vertex v is either c or there is an automorphism pi′ of H such that pi′(h) = c. Since P and H are distinct
components in T − u, there is an automorphism pˆi of T − u such that pˆi(h) = c and pˆi(u′) = p. Therefore,
T ′ ∼= T .
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Let a broom be a path with toes possibly added at one stem vertex. Let a stump vertex s in a graph G
be a vertex such that G− s has at most one component that is not a broom.
Let T be a subdivided caterpillar with toes. If T is not a subdivided star with toes, then T has exactly
two stump vertices s and t with degree at least 3 that are not stem vertices. Note that T has an s, t-path
containing every 3+-vertex that is not a stem vertex.
If s and t do not both have degree at least 3, then T is a subdivided star with toes. If T − s and T − t
both have only two nontrivial components, then T is a caterpillar. We may assume that T − s has at least
three nontrivial components.
s t
Figure 3.6: Subdivided caterpillar with toes
Lemma 3.2.20. Let T be a subdivided caterpillar with toes that has a 4+-vertex s that is a stump vertex
and is not a stem vertex. If s has at least three nonleaf neighbors and s has a neighbor that is a leaf or a
stem vertex, then drn(T ) = 2.
Proof. When T is a subdivided star with toes, by Theorem 3.2.19 drn(T ) = 2. Let x be a leaf neighbor of s
or a stem neighbor of s when s has no leaf neighbor. Consider the dacards (T − s, dT (s)) and (T −x, dT (x)).
The dacard (T − x, 1) determines T is a tree. When s has no leaf neighbors, T − s has no isolated vertices.
Thus, in (T −x, dT (x)), the missing vertex must be adjacent to every isolated vertex and the last edge must
go to the other component. Hence, T is a tree.
The dacard (T −s, dT (s)) determines that s is a stump vertex of degree dT (s) and T −s has at least three
nontrivial components. Let the tree T ′ be a reconstruction from (T−x, dT (x)). If T ′ does not arise by making
the missing vertex adjacent to s then (T ′ − s, dT ′(s)) is not a copy of (T − s, dT (s)) since dT ′(s) 6= dT (s).
Consder the other candidates for a vertex u in T ′ such that (T ′−u, dT ′(u)) could be a copy of (T−s, dT (s)).
The vertex u must be a 3+-vertex in T if it is a 4+-vertex in T ′. If u is a stem vertex in T , then by
Lemma 3.2.18 the forest T ′ − u has at most two nontrivial components, so u cannot be a stem vertex in T .
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Let t be the other 3+-vertex in T that is a stump vertex but is not a stem vertex. A 3+-vertex in T that
is not a stump or stem vertex in T lies on an s, t-path in both T and T ′. Such a vertex cannot be a stump
vertex in T ′ since s and t both have degree at least 3, s has at least two nonleaf neighbors, and t has at least
one nonleaf neighbor.
Thus, (T ′ − t, dT ′(t)) is the only dacard of T ′ that can be a copy of (T − s, dT (s)). If dT (t) 6= dT (s)− 1,
then T ′ does not have both dacards in its dadeck. Consider when dT (t) = dT (s)−1 and T ′ arises by making
x adjacent to t. If (T ′ − t, dT ′(t)) is a copy of (T − s, dT (s)), then there is an automorphism of T − s taking
s to t since T − s is isomorphic to T ′ − t. Hence T ′ ∼= T .
3.3 Degree-associated Reconstruction for complete multipartie
graphs and clique-unions
Recall in the previous section we determined drn for a family of clique-unions. In this section, we determine
drn and adrn for all clique unions and multipartite graphs. Our main tools are conditions under which two
dacards a graph G determine G. This is joint work with Ma, Shi and West.
For this section we are considering clique-unions so a j-component of a graph is a component isomorphic
to Kj , the complete graph with j vertices.
Lemma 3.3.1. If a graph H other than Gn shares at least two dacards with Gn, then H arises from such
a dacard (C, d) by adding a vertex with d neighbors in a (d+ 1)-component of C or with d− 1 vertices in a
(d− 1)-component and one neighbor in another component.
Proof. The graph H arises from C by adding a vertex v having d neighbors in C. In all cases other than
those listed above, every card other than H − v has a component that is not a complete graph. Hence the
listed cases are the only graphs other than Gn that share at least two dacards with Gn. The other cases to
consider are (1) v has neighbors in at least three components of C, (2) v has at least two neighbors in each
of two components of C, (3) v has d− 1 neighbors in a j-component of C with j > d− 1 and one neighbor
in another component, and (4) v has all neighbors in a j-component of C with j > d+ 1.
Lemma 3.3.2. Any two distinct dacards of Gn determine Gn.
Proof. Given n = (n1, . . . , nr), let nˆt denote the r-tuple obtained from n by decreasing the t-th entry by 1.
Since the given dacards are distinct, we may assume that they are (Gnˆi , ni − 1) and (Gnˆj , nj − 1), where
ni < nj .
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If ni = 1, then Gn has an isolated vertex and is determined by the dacard (Gnˆi , 0). Henceforth assume
ni ≥ 2, so nj ≥ 3. Let H be a reconstruction from (Gnˆj , nj − 1) that also has (Gnˆi , ni − 1) as a dacard. By
Lemma 3.3.1, when H  Gn there are only two cases for the neighborhood of v that permit Gnˆi to also be
a card of H.
Case 1: All neighbors of v lie in one nj-component of Gnˆj . In this case, the component C
′ of H containing
v is not a complete graph and remains in any card obtained by deleting a vertex of degree ni − 1, since
δ(C ′) = nj − 1. Hence (Gnˆi , ni − 1) is not a dacard of H.
Case 2: v has nj−2 neighbors in an (nj−2)-component of Gnˆj and one neighbor x in another component.
In this case the only card of H distinct from Gnˆj that is a clique-union is H−x. Since (Gnˆi , ni−1) is a dacard
of H, we have dH(x) = ni− 1. Now H − x is obtained from Gnˆj by adding v to turn an (nj − 2)-component
into an (nj − 1)-component and deleting x from an (ni − 1)-component; hence H − x has the same number
of nj-components as Gnˆj , which is fewer than Gn has. Since ni < nj , in Gnˆi the number of nj-components
is the same as in Gn. However, the number of such components in H − x is smaller. Hence H − x cannot
be Gnˆi , which eliminates this case.
Lemma 3.3.3. Any three identical dacards of Gn determine Gn.
Proof. We may assume that the three dacards are copies of (Gnˆi , ni − 1). Let H be a graph having three
copies of (Gnˆi , ni − 1) in its dadeck, obtained from Gnˆi by adding a vertex v with degree ni − 1 (in H).
If ni = 1, then H is formed by adding an isolated vertex to Gnˆi . Hence H
∼= Gn.
If ni = 2, then v has degree 1; let x be its neighbor in Gnˆi . Let x be in an nj-component in Gnˆi . If
nj ≥ 3, then (Gnˆi , 1) occurs only once in the dadeck of H. If nj = 2, then the component of H containing
v is K1,2, and H has two copies of (Gnˆi , 1) in its dadeck. Having three copies of (Gnˆi , 1) requires nj = 1,
which yields H ∼= Gn.
Hence we may assume ni ≥ 3. By Lemma 3.3.1, v has neighbors in at most two components of Gnˆi .
If two components, then one is an (ni − 2)-component and the other has just one neighbor of v. If one
component, then it is an ni-component or H ∼= Gn. Suppose H  Gn.
Case 1: All neighbors of v lie in an ni-component of Gnˆi . Here the component C
′ of H containing v is
not complete. It remains in all but two cards where vertices of degree ni − 1 are deleted. Since H has three
copies of (Gnˆi , ni − 1) in its dadeck, this case does not arise.
Case 2: v has ni−2 neighbors in an (ni−2)-component of Gnˆi and one neighbor x in another component.
In this case, H − u is a clique-union only for u ∈ {v, x}. Since H has at least three such cards, this case
does not arise.
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With these lemmas, the results for drn and adrn on Gn and Kn do not require much more work. We
will use two lemmas proved by Barrus and West [3] (the proofs are not difficult).
Lemma 3.3.4 ([3]). A graph G satisfies drn(G) = 1 if and only if G or its complement has an isolated
vertex or has a leaf whose deletion leaves a vertex-transitive graph.
Lemma 3.3.5 ([3]). If G is vertex-transitive and is not complete or edgeless, then drn(G) ≥ 3.
Since complete graphs and their complements are determined by any one dacard, we consider only r ≥ 2
when studying Kn.
Theorem 3.3.6. If r ≥ 2 and n1 ≤ · · · ≤ nr, then
drn(Kn) = drn(Gn) =

1, if n1 = 1;
3, if n1 = nr ≥ 2;
2, otherwise.
Proof. Since Gn is the complement of Kn, it suffices to determine drn(Gn), where n = (n1, . . . , nr). By
Lemma 3.3.4, drn(Gn) = 1 when n1 = 1, and otherwise drn(Gn) ≥ 2. If n1 < nr, then the dadeck of Gn has
two distinct dacards. By Lemma 3.3.2, drn(Gn) ≤ 2.
The only remaining case is n1 = nr ≥ 2, where Gn is vertex-transitive and not complete or edgeless. By
Lemma 3.3.5, drn(Gn) ≥ 3. Since r ≥ 2, in Gn there are at least four vertices, so Gn has at least three
dacards, and Lemma 3.3.3 yields drn(Gn) ≤ 3.
Theorem 3.3.7. For the complete r-partite graph Kn with n1 ≤ · · · ≤ nr,
adrn(Kn) = adrn(Gn) =

1, if n1 = nr−1 = 1 and nr ∈ {1, 2};
3, if nj − ni ∈ {0, 2} for some i and j with nj > 1;
2, otherwise.
Proof. Again it suffices to determine adrn(Gn). By Lemmas 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, adrn(Gn) ≤ 3. When n1 =
nr−1 = 1 and nr ∈ {1, 2}, any dacard of Gn determines Gn.
If nj − ni ∈ {0, 2} with nj > 1, then construct H from Gnˆj by adding a vertex v as follows. If nj = ni,
then let v have nj − 1 neighbors in one nj-component, which exists since ni = nj . If nj = ni + 2, then
let v have nj − 2 neighbors in an ni-component and one neighbor x in an (nj − 1)-component; note that
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H − v ∼= H − x ∼= Gnˆj . In either case, H  Gn and (Gnˆj , nj − 1) appears at least twice in the dadecks of
both H and Gn. Thus adrn(Gn) ≥ 3.
If nr ≤ 2, then the cases above yield adrn(Gn) = 1 if nr−1 = 1 and adrn(Gn) = 3 if nr−1 = 2. Therefore,
we henceforth assume nr ≥ 3. Construct H from Gnˆr by adding a vertex v having nr − 1 neighbors not all
in the same component of Gnˆr . Since H  Gn, and (Gnˆr , nr − 1) is a dacard of both H and Gn, we have
adrn(Gn) ≥ 2.
For the upper bound, by Lemma 3.3.2 it suffices to prove that any two identical dacards determine Gn.
Let (Gnˆj , nj − 1) appear at least twice in the dadeck of Gn and also at least twice in the dadeck of a graph
H obtained from Gnˆj by adding v with nj − 1 neighbors.
If nj = 1, then H arises by adding an isolated vertex to Gnˆj , and H
∼= Gn.
If nj = 2, then let x be the one neighbor of v in H, with x in an ni-component of Gnˆj . If ni ≥ 3, then
(Gnˆj , 1) appears only once in the dadeck of H. If ni = 2, then the earlier case ni = nj applies. Thus ni = 1,
which yields H ∼= Gn.
Hence we may assume nj ≥ 3. If H  Gn, then Lemma 3.3.1 leaves two cases. In the case where v
has neighbors in two components of Gnˆj , the component having nj − 2 neighbors of v must be an (nj − 2)-
component of Gnˆj . Since dG(v) = nj − 1, the dacard Gnˆj cannot be created from Gn by deleting v from
an (nj − 1)-component. Hence Gn must have an (nj − 2)-component, which reduces to the earlier case
ni = nj − 2.
The remaining case allowed by Lemma 3.3.1 is that all nj − 1 neighbors of v lie in one nj-component
of Gnˆj . Since Gnˆj is obtained from Gn by deleting v from an nj-component, this requires a second nj-
component in Gnˆj , which reduces to the earlier case nj = ni.
3.4 Degree-Associated Edge-Reconstruction numbers
We now consider degree-associated edge-reconstruction numbers. As noted in the introduction, a graph and
its complement may have different values of dern. We begin with the clique-union Gn and later discuss Kn.
A significant difference between the vertex-based and edge-based parameters is that a graph and its
complement need not have the same value of dern or adern. For example, consider the graph C ′8 formed
from an 8-cycle by adding a 4-cycle through the even-indexed vertices: dern(C ′8) > 1, but the complement
of C ′8 is determined by one decard. Recall that the degree of an edge e, denoted by d(e), is the number of
edges incident to e
The main idea in the proofs is to obtain conditions on n under which any two dacards (or any two decards,
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respectively) determine the graph in question, Gn or Kn. When these conditions fail, generally the value
of the parameter is 3 or 4. However, we also note that a simple condition implying dern(G) = 1 sometimes
holds for Gn or Kn: If a graph G has an edge e such that d(e) = 0 or no two nonadjacent vertices in G− e
other than the endpoints of e have degree-sum equal to d(e), then the decard (G − e, d(e)) determines G
(Lemma 3.4.1).
Lemma 3.4.1. If a graph G has an edge e such that d(e) = 0 or no two nonadjacent vertices in G− e other
than the endpoints of e have degree-sum d(e), then the decard (G− e, d(e)) determines G.
Proof. If d(e) = 0, then any reconstruction from the decard (G− e, 0) must add an edge joining two isolated
vertices in G − e, yielding a graph isomorphic to G. In the other case, since no other pair of non-adjacent
vertices in G − e has degree-sum d(e), there is only one way to place the edge e to obtain a graph having
(G− e, d(e)) as a decard.
The condition in Lemma 3.4.1 is sufficient but not necessary. For example, if G consists of one edge uv
joining two disjoint complete graphs, then the condition fails, but dern(G) = 1. In general, dern(G) = 1 if
and only if G has an edge e such that all nonadjacent pairs in G− e with degree-sum d(e) are in the same
edge-orbit in the complement of G− e.
Lemma 3.4.2. For clique-unions, dern(Gn) = 1 if and only if (1) Gn has a 2-component, or (2) there
exists k with k ≥ 3 such that Gn has a k-component, has no (k − 1)-component, and does not have both a
(k + j)-component and a (k − j − 2)-component for any j with 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 3.
Proof. Sufficiency. If (1) holds, then Lemma 3.4.1 applies. Now suppose that Gn has a k-component and
that Gn has neither a (k − 1)-component nor both a (k + j)-component and a (k − j − 2)-component with
0 ≤ j ≤ k−3. For an edge uv in the k-component, d(uv) = 2k−4. In Gn −uv, the only pair of non-adjacent
vertices with degree-sum 2k − 4 is {u, v}, so Lemma 3.4.1 applies.
Necessity. We prove the contrapositive; assume that (1) and (2) fail. Since (1) fails, Gn has no 2-
component. Consider any edge e in Gn, it belongs to some k-component with k ≥ 3. Since (2) fails, Gn also
either has a (k − 1)-component or has a (k + j)-component and a (k − j − 2)-component for some j with
0 ≤ j ≤ k − 3. In both cases, we can add an edge with degree 2k − 4 to Gn − e that creates a graph not
isomorphic to Gn.
Lemma 3.4.3. Any two decards of Gn determine Gn, except for two identical decards having degree 2 for
the deleted edge.
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Proof. Let e1 and e2 be the edges deleted to form these decards, with d(e1) ≤ d(e2). By Lemma 3.4.1, we
may assume d(e1) > 0. Since all edges in Gn have even degree, we may assume d(e1) ≥ 2. We exclude the
case d(e2) = 2, so d(e2) ≥ 4.
Let H be a reconstruction from (Gn− e2, d(e2)) that also has (Gn− e1, d(e1)) as a decard; H is obtained
from Gn − e2 by adding an edge e′ of degree d(e2). If H  Gn, then e′ joins two vertices in distinct
components of Gn − e2. Let H ′ be the component of H containing e′. Since d(e2) ≥ 4, there are at least
six vertices in H ′. For any edge e of degree d(e1) in H, the graph H − e has a component of order at least
4 in which e′ is a cut-edge. Since every component with at least four vertices in any decard of Gn has no
cut-edge, (Gn − e1, d(e1)) is not a decard of H. This contradiction yields H ∼= Gn.
For r ≥ 2, the disjoint union of K1,3 with r − 2 isolated vertices has the same dedecks as G(1,...,1,3), so
they are not reconstructible from their dedecks.
Theorem 3.4.4. For the graph Gn with n1 ≤ · · · ≤ nr and n 6= (1, . . . , 1, 3),
dern(Gn) =

1, if n satisfies the condition of Lemma 3.4.2;
4, if n = (1, . . . , 1, 3, . . . , 3) with n1 = 1 and nr−1 = 3;
2, otherwise.
Proof. We have dern(Gn) = 1 when Lemma 3.4.2 applies (including all cases with n1 > 1), and dern(Gn) ≥ 2
otherwise. If nr ≥ 4, then Lemma 3.4.3 yields dern(Gn) ≤ 2.
In the remaining case, Gn has at least two 3-components, at least one 1-component, and no components
of other sizes. All decards of Gn are copies of (G
′, 2), where G′ is obtained from Gn by deleting one edge.
The graph obtained from Gn by replacing a 1-component and a 3-component with K1,3 also has three copies
of (G′, 2) in its dedeck, so dern(Gn) ≥ 4.
Let H be a graph having four copies of (G′, 2) in its dedeck; H is obtained from G′ by adding an edge
e′ joining two vertices with degree-sum 2. If e′ joins the two vertices of degree 1 in G′, then H ∼= Gn.
Otherwise, e′ joins an isolated vertex with a vertex v of degree 2 in G′. The component of G′ containing v
may be a triangle or a path of length 2. Each resulting graph shares at most three decards with Gn. Hence
H ∼= Gn, yielding dern(Gn) ≤ 4.
Let F + F ′ denote the disjoint union of graphs F and F ′.
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Theorem 3.4.5. For the graph Gn with n1 ≤ · · · ≤ nr and n 6= (1, . . . , 1, 3),
adern(Gn) =

1, if every edge of Gn satisfies the condition of Lemma 3.4.1;
3, if n1 = 2 and Gn has a 3-component;
4, if n1 = 1 and Gn has a 3-component;
2, otherwise.
Proof. Case 1: Every edge of Gn satisfies the condition of Lemma 3.4.1. By Lemma 3.4.1, every decard
(Gn − e, d(e)) determines Gn.
Cases 2 and 3: n1 ≤ 2 and Gn has a 3-component. Let c = 5− n1; we prove adern(Gn) = c. The graph
K2 + K3 shares two decards with a 5-vertex path, and the graph K1 + K3 shares three decards with K1,3.
Hence adern(Gn) ≥ c.
For the upper bound, we show that any c decards determine Gn. By Lemma 3.4.3, we may assume that
all are copies of (G′, 2), where G′ arises by deleting an edge of a 3-component in Gn. Let H be a graph having
c copies of (G′, 2) in its dedeck; H arises from G′ by adding an edge e′ joining vertices with degree-sum 2.
When e′ joins vertices of degree 1 in G′, there are three possible graphs; one is Gn. The others have a
5-vertex path or 3- and 4-vertex paths as components. The dedecks have at most two copies of (G′, 2), since
G′ has only one path component with at least three vertices.
When n1 = 1 and c = 4, also e
′ may join a vertex of degree 2 to an isolated vertex, creating a component
that is K1,3 or K1,3 plus an edge. Since G
′ has no such component, decards shared with Gn must arise by
deleting an edge of this component. Three edges yield G′ when the component is K1,3, but only one in the
other case. Hence adern(Gn) ≤ c.
Case 4: Some edge fails the condition of Lemma 3.4.1, and Gn does not have both a 3-component and a
smaller component. Since some edge fails the condition of Lemma 3.4.1, adern(Gn) > 1 and nr ≥ 4. Also,
n1 = 3 or Gn has no 3-component. By Lemmas 3.4.1 and 3.4.3, any two decards determine Gn.
Since Monikandan and Sundar Raj [26] determined dern(Kn) and adern(Kn) for complete bipartite
graphs, we henceforth assume r ≥ 3. In the complete multipartite graph Kn, let a k-part be a partite set of
size k (analogous to k-component in Gn). Let m =
∑
ni, so any vertex in an nj-part has degree m− nj .
Lemma 3.4.6. A decard (Kn − e, d(e)) determines Kn if and only if (1) e joins a 1-part and a 2-part, or
(2) e joins a k-part and an `-part such that |k − `| /∈ {1, 2} and Kn has no (k+`2 + 1)-part.
Proof. Sufficiency. Under (1), d(e) = 2m− 5. In Kn− e, the only nonadjacent pairs of vertices with degree-
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sum 2m− 5 are the endpoints of e and the vertices of the 2-part containing an endpoint of e. Adding either
edge yields Kn. Under (2), d(e) = 2m− (k+ `)−2. Since |k− `| /∈ {1, 2}, no two vertices within one of these
parts has degree-sum d(e) in Kn − e. Since also Kn has no (k+`2 + 1)-part, the only nonadjacent vertices in
Kn − e with degree-sum d(e) are the endpoints of e.
Necessity. An edge e failing the condition joins a k-part and an `-part such that (1) {k, `} 6= {1, 2} and
(2) |k−`| ∈ {1, 2} or Kn has a (k+`2 +1)-part. In either case, we can add an edge with degree 2m−(k+`)−2
to Kn − e to create a graph not isomorphic to Kn.
Lemma 3.4.7. Any two decards of Kn determine Kn, except when the two decards are the same and are
generated by deleting an edge joining a 3-part to a smaller part.
Proof. Let (Kn−e1, d(e1)) and (Kn−e2, d(e2)) be two decards. Suppose that e1 joins an i-part and a j-part,
with i ≤ j, and e2 joins a k-part and an `-part, with k ≤ `. We may assume that neither edge satisfies the
condition of Lemma 3.4.6. Thus (i, j), (k, `) /∈ {(1, 1), (1, 2)}. Hence, i+ j ≥ 4 and k + ` ≥ 4.
The complement of Kn is Gn, with r components, all complete. The complement of Kn − e1 is Gn + e1,
where e1 joins an i-component and a j-component of Gn. Hence Gn + e1 has r − 1 components.
Let H be a reconstruction from (Kn − e1, d(e1)) that also has (Kn − e2, d(e2)) as a decard. Let e′ be
the added edge, so H = Kn − e1 + e′. Let e be the edge deleted from H to obtain Kn − e2; note that e
has degree d(e2) in H. We may assume e 6= e′, even if Kn − e1 ∼= Kn − e2. Let H ′ = Kn − e1 + e′ − e; the
complement of H ′ is Gn + e1 − e′ + e.
If e′ = e1, then H = Kn, so we may assume e′ 6= e1. Our task is to show that in this case, H ′ cannot be
isomorphic to Kn − e2, and hence no graph other than Kn shares these two decards with Kn.
Since e′ 6= e1, the edge e′ is not a cut-edge of Gn + e1. Hence Gn + e1 − e′ has r − 1 components. If the
endpoints of e lie in different components of Gn + e1− e′, then the complement of H ′ has r− 2 components.
Since the complement of Kn − e2 has r− 1 components, H ′ cannot be a decard of Kn and hence cannot be
Kn − e2. Hence we may assume that the endpoints of e lie in one component of Gn + e1 − e′.
Let G′ denote the non-complete component of Gn + e1, in which e1 is a cut-edge. Since e1 does not
satisfy the condition of Lemma 3.4.6, we have that j − i ∈ {1, 2} or that Kn has an ( i+j2 + 1)-part, or both.
We distinguish cases based on the location of e′.
Case 1: j−i ∈ {1, 2} and e′ joins two vertices in the j-part having an endpoint of e1. Since (i, j) 6= (1, 2),
we have j ≥ 3. Since e′ ∈ E(G′) in this case, G′−e′ is the only component of Gn+e1−e′ that is not complete.
Hence G′− e′ is the component of Gn+ e1− e′ containing both endpoints of e (recall that Kn− e2 = H− e).
If j ≥ 4, then G′−e′+e has no cut-edge. Thus no component with at least four vertices in the complement
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of H ′ has a cut-edge. However, since k + ` ≥ 4, the complement of Kn − e2 has a component with at least
four vertices in which e2 is a cut-edge. Hence H
′  Kn − e2.
If j = 3 and i = 1, then G′ − e′ ∼= K1,3. We have G′ − e′ + e ∼= G′ and Gn + e1 − e′ + e ∼= Gn + e1.
Hence, H ′ ∼= Kn − e1. In this case we have assumed that the two decards are not the same. That is,
Kn − e2  Kn − e1, which yields H ′  Kn − e2, as desired.
If j = 3 and i = 2, then G′ − e′ is a 5-vertex path. Up to isomorphism, there are four ways to add
e to form G′ − e′ + e. One of them creates G′; as in the previous subcase, this is forbidden by assuming
Kn − e2  Kn − e1. In the other three cases (5-cycle, 4-cycle plus pendant edge, 3-cycle plus two pendant
edges), G′ − e′ + e cannot be produced by adding an edge joining two complete graphs. That is, H − e is
not a decard of Kn.
Case 2: e′ joins two vertices of Kn in an ( i+j2 + 1)-part. In this case, i + j is even. By Case 1, we
may assume that the part containing the endpoints of e′ does not contain an endpoint of e1. Hence the
complement Gn + e1 − e′ of H has two non-complete components, one of which contains both endpoints of
e.
Since we have assumed e 6= e′, and e′ is the only edge missing from the component of Gn + e1 − e′
containing its endpoints, again e must join two vertices of G′, as in Case 1. Since G′ has at least four
vertices, G′ + e is not a complete graph. Hence the complement of H ′ has two non-complete components.
This implies that H ′ cannot be a decard of a complete multipartite graph and hence cannot be Kn− e2.
The problem is simpler for r = 2, because Km,n is edge-transitive. Monikandan and Sundar Raj [26]
solved it; we include the statement for completeness.
Theorem 3.4.8 ([26]). For 1 ≤ m ≤ n and (m,n) 6= (1, 3),
adern(Km,n) = dern(Km,n) =

3, if (m,n) = (2, 3);
2, if n ≥ 4 and m ∈ {n− 1, n− 2};
1, otherwise.
Theorem 3.4.9. If r ≥ 3 and n1 ≤ · · · ≤ nr, then
dern(Kn) =

1, if (n1, . . . , nr) satisfies the condition of Lemma 3.4.6;
2, otherwise.
Proof. We have dern(Kn) = 1 when (n1, . . . , nr) satisfies the condition of Lemma 3.4.6. Otherwise, dern(Kn) >
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1 and n1 6= nr. Since also r ≥ 3, there are distinct decards of Kn, and Lemma 3.4.7 yields dern(Kn) ≤ 2.
Theorem 3.4.10. If r ≥ 3 and n1 ≤ · · · ≤ nr, then
adern(Kn) =

1, if every edge of Kn satisfies the condition of Lemma 3.4.6;
3, if n1 = 2 and Kn has a 3-part;
4, if n1 = 1 and Kn has a 3-part;
2, otherwise.
Proof. Case 1: Every edge of Kn satisfies the condition of Lemma 3.4.6. By Lemma 3.4.6, every decard
(Gn − e, d(e)) determines Kn.
Case 2: Kn has a 3-part and a 2-part but no 1-part. Let S be the union of a 3-part and a 2-part. Let F
be a 4-cycle plus a pendant edge, and let F ′ be a 5-cycle plus a chord. Both K2,3 and F ′ have two copies
of (F, 3) as decards. Hence substituting F ′ for the subgraph of Kn induced by S yields a graph sharing two
decards with Kn, so adern(Kn) ≥ 3.
For the upper bound, since Kn has no 1-part, Lemma 3.4.7 implies that we only need to prove that
Kn is determined by three copies of the decard (Kn − e, d(e)), where e joins two vertices of S. Note that
d(e) = 2m − 7, where m = |V (Kn)|. Construct H from Kn − e by adding an edge e′ of degree 2m − 7. If
H  Kn, then e′ joins vertices of degrees m− 4 and m− 3 in the 3-part. The subgraph of H induced by S
is F ′. Each vertex of S has m− 5 neighbors outside S. Hence to obtain (Kn − e, 2m− 7) as a decard of H,
we must delete an edge with degree 3 in F ′. There are four such edges, but only two yield F when deleted.
Hence H has only two copies of (Kn − e, 2m− 7) in its dedeck, so adern(Kn) ≤ 3.
Case 3: Kn has a 3-part and a 1-part. Let S be the union of a 3-part and a 1-part. Substituting K1 +K3
for the subgraph of Kn induced by S (which is K1,3) yields a graph sharing three decards with Kn, so
adern(Kn) ≥ 4.
For the upper bound, by Lemma 3.4.7 we only need to prove that four identical decards obtained by
deleting an edge joining a 3-part to a smaller part determine Kn. If the smaller part is a 2-part, then the
argument for Case 2 applies. Hence we only need to prove that four copies of (Kn − e, 2m − 6) determine
Kn, where e joins a 3-part and a 1-part.
Construct H from Kn − e by adding an edge of degree 2m− 6. If H  Kn, then H is formed by adding
an edge joining the two vertices of degree m − 3 in a 3-part. The graph H has at most three copies of
(Kn − e, 2m− 6) in its dedeck. Hence, adern(Kn) ≤ 4.
Case 4: Some edge fails the condition of Lemma 3.4.6, and Kn does not have both a 3-part and a smaller
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part. Since some edge fails the condition of Lemma 3.4.6, adern(Kn) > 1. Every edge of Kn joins an i-part
and a j-part, where (i, j) /∈ {(1, 3), (2, 3)}. By Lemma 3.4.7, any two decards determine Kn.
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Chapter 4
k-deck Reconstruction of Matrices
4.1 Introduction
Motivated by the Graph Reconstruction Conjecture, there is a long history of studying reconstruction prob-
lems on objects other than graphs (for example, see [8, 15, 24]). In this chapter, we study the reconstruction
of n-by-n matrices from the list of k-by-k principal submatrices. As we will see, reconstructing matrices
generalizes two forms of reconstruction: reconstructing ordered graphs under n − k vertex deletions and
reconstructing permutations under n− k punctures. The results in this chapter are joint work with Derrick
Stolee.
We denote the entry in row i and column j of matrix M as Mi,j . The diagonal of a matrix M is the
collection of entries Mi,i. We form the transpose M
T of a n-by-n matrix M by setting MTi,j = Mj,i. A
matrix M is symmetric if M = MT .
Let ` = n− k. For an n-by-n matrix A and distinct integers i1, . . . , i` ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the k-by-k principal
submatrix A∗i1,...i` is the submatrix formed by deleting the ijth row and the ijth column from A for 1 ≤ j ≤ `.
The order of the remaining rows and columns is maintained. We call such a principal submatrix a k-card of
A.
The k-deck of A, denoted Dk(A), is the multiset of all k-cards. An n-by-n matrix A is k-deck recon-
structible if A is the unique matrix with k-deck Dk(A).
We define the matrix reconstruction threshold mrt(`) to be the least integer n0 such that for n ≥ n0, all
n-by-n matrices are (n − `)-reconstructible. It is not immediate that such a bound exists, but we prove a
quadratic upper bound on mrt(`).
Theorem 4.1.1. mrt(`) ≤ 2ln 2`2 + 3` for ` ≥ 1,
We also determine the exact value of mrt(`) for small `. From a given deck, we can recognize n and `
as follows. Given a k-deck with
(
k+`
k
)
cards, we know k from the size of the cards. There is then only one
value of ` such that the k-deck contains
(
k+`
k
)
cards, and we set n = k + `.
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Manvel and Stockmeyer [21] studied the matrix reconstruction problem with ` = 1 and proved mrt(1) = 5;
several of our techniques are generalizations of their method. An ordered graph is a graph with an associated
vertex ordering. Manvel and Stockmeyer were motivated by reconstructing ordered graphs from their vertex-
deleted subgraphs, when the relative order of the vertices is preserved. Ordered subgraphs provide more
information than the cards in the standard Graph Reconstruction problem. Reconstructing an ordered graph
is equivalent to reconstructing the adjacency matrix of the graph from its principal submatrices obtained by
deleting one row and one column. Reconstructing a graph of order n from the ordered induced subgraphs
with n − ` vertices is equivalent to reconstructing the adjacency matrix from its (n − `)-deck. Define the
ordered graph reconstruction threshold grt(`) to be the minimum integer n0 such that for all n ≥ n0, every
adjacency matrix of an n-vertex simple graph is (n− `)-reconstructible; clearly grt(`) ≤ mrt(`).
Our matrix reconstruction problem also generalizes the permutation reconstruction problem of Smith [35]
and Raykova [34]. Let pi be a permutation of [n]; as a bijection of [n], let pi = pi(i). For distinct integers
i1, . . . , i` ∈ [n], we define the `-punctured permutation pi∗i1,...,i` of pi to be the permutation of [n−`] where we
delete the ijth value pij for each j ∈ {1, . . . , `} and then renumber the remaining values to be the elements in
{1, . . . , n−`} while preserving relative order. For example, 641325∗2,5 = 4123. The (n−`)-deck of pi, denoted
Dn−`(pi), is the multiset of all `-punctured permutations of pi. A permutation pi is (n− `)-reconstructible if
pi is the unique permutation with (n− `)-deck Dn−`(pi).
The permutation reconstruction threshold prt(`) is the minimum integer n0 such that for all n ≥ n0, every
permutation of [n] is (n− `)-reconstructible. Smith [35] proved prt(1) = 5 and prt(2) = 6, and Raykova [34]
proved prt(3) = 7. Raykova also proved a linear lower bound and quadratic upper bound on prt(`).
Theorem 4.1.2 (Raykova [34]). For ` ≥ 1,
`+ log2(`) < prt(`) <
1
4
`2 + 2`+ 4.
For a permutation pi of [n], the permutation graph Gpi of pi is the graph with vertex set [n] such that a
pair ij is an edge of Gpi if and only if (i− j)(pi(i)−pi(j)) < 0 (that is, i and j are inverted by pi). We call the
adjacency matrix of Gpi the inversion matrix Api, since the i, j-entry of Api has value 1 if and only if i and j
are inverted by pi. Observe that for a permutation pi and distinct integers i1, . . . , i` ∈ [n], the following three
matrices are identical:
1. The inversion matrix of the punctured permutation pi∗i1,...,i` .
2. The adjacency matrix of the vertex-deleted graph Gpi − {i1, . . . , i`}.
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3. The principal submatrix A∗i1,...,i`pi of the inversion matrix of pi.
Thus permutation reconstruction is a special case of ordered graph reconstruction, which is itself a special
case of matrix reconstruction, so
prt(`) ≤ grt(`) ≤ mrt(`).
For k = 1 equality holds: prt(1) = mrt(1) = 6. However, prt(2) = 7 < 9 = mrt(2), so these numbers can
be different. We believe prt(`) < mrt(`) for ` ≥ 2. On the other hand, in this chapter we will prove that if
mrt(`) ≥ 2`, then grt(`) = mrt(`).
Another question about reconstructing n-by-n matrices from principal submatrices was introduced by
Ko´s, Ligeti, and Sziklai [14]. In their model, the value n is fixed and they want to find the least k such that
every n-by-n matrix is uniquely determined from its multiset of k-by-k principal submatrices. In comparing
this topic with that of Chapter 2, their question is analogous to Kelly’s Conjecture 2.1.1. They determined
the asymptotics of their reconstruction threshold within a logarithmic factor.
Theorem 4.1.3 (Ko´s, Ligeti, and Sziklai [14]).
1. If k < n
2/3
3
√
2 log2(n+1)
, then there exist distinct n-by-n matrices with the same multiset of k-by-k principal
submatrices.
2. If n is sufficiently large and k > 38n2/3, then every n-by-n matrix is uniquely determined by its multiset
of k-by-k principal submatrices.
This question is in a sense opposite to the matrix reconstruction threshold, since they study k in terms of
n rather than n in terms of `. Viewing k as n− ` in our problem, we lose the asymptotics of Theorem 4.1.3
to a linear-order term. Below we compare the bounds for small values of n.
The bound k > 38n2/3 is simplified from k >
(√
pi
√
2n4/3 4
√
19 + 2
)
+
(
7
√
15n1/3 · √2n+ 2
)
. Using
k = n − `, we have that every n-by-n matrix is uniquely determined by its multiset of (n − `)-by-(n − `)
submatrices when ` < n−
(√
pi
√
2n4/3 4
√
19 + 2
)
+
(
7
√
15n1/3 · √2n+ 2
)
.
This bound for ` does not become positive until n = 52, 636. When the result be Ko´s, Ligeti, and Sziklai
gives ` ≤ 0, this is equivalent to stating: Given the n-deck of an n-by-n matrix A you can determine A.
Hence their bound is meaningful only for n ≥ 52, 636.
Once n ≥ 52, 636, their bound quickly becomes an improvement to our bound. This happens when
n = 53, 042. Therefore, this chapter provides an improvement to the result of Ko´s, Ligeti, and Sziklai for
6 < n < 53, 042.
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Ko´s, Ligeti, and Sziklai were extending work on reconstructing sequences from subsequences of a fixed
length [8, 15], while our model is an extension of graph reconstruction and the work of Manvel and Stock-
meyer [21]. Another important distinction is that our results provide an explicit algorithm by which the
n-by-n matrix can be reconstructed, while their proof is probabilistic.
4.2 Preliminaries
The following two lemmas allow us to restrict our attention to symmetric 0, 1-matrices.
Lemma 4.2.1. Let A and B be distinct n-by-n matrices such that Dk(A) = Dk(B). If the entries in A
and B are drawn from a set of size t where t ≥ 3, then there exist distinct n-by-n matrices A′ and B′ with
entries drawn from a set of size t− 1 such that Dk(A′) = Dk(B′).
Proof. Let Dk(A) = {C(1), . . . , C((
n
k))} = Dk(B). Let the matrix entries be q1, . . . , qt. Since A 6= B, there is
some position (i, j) such that Ai,j 6= Bi,j . Index q1, . . . qt so that q1 = Ai,j and q2 = Bi,j .
Form A′ and B′ from the matrices A and B respectively by changing every occurrence of qt into qt−1. This
changes C(i) into C ′(i) similarly. Note that Dk(A′) = Dk(B′). Also, A′i,j = q1 6= q2 = B′i,j , so A′ 6= B′.
Lemma 4.2.2. If there exist distinct n-by-n matrices A and B such that Dk(A) = Dk(B), then there are
distinct n-by-n symmetric matrices A′ and B′ such that Dk(A′) = Dk(B′).
Proof. Let Dk(A) = {C(1), ..., C((
n
k))} = Dk(B). Since A 6= B, there is some position (i, j) such that the
entries Ai,j and Bi,j differ. We may assume i ≤ j; otherwise, we can take the transpose of A and B.
Form A′ from A by setting A′i,j = Ai,j for i ≤ j and A′i,j = Aj,i otherwise. Form B′ from B similarly.
This changes C(i) into C ′(i) similarly. Note that Dk(A′) = Dk(B′). Also, A′i,j = Aj,i 6= B′i,j = B′j,i, so
A′ 6= B′.
When reconstructing matrices, numerical values of distinct entries are unimportant, so we may assume
that the entries are 0, 1, 2, ..., t − 1. Due to Lemmas 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 above, if there exist distinct n-by-n
matrices A and B such that Dk(A) = Dk(B), then there exists distinct symmetric n-by-n matrices Aˆ and Bˆ
with entries drawn from {0, 1} such that Dk(Aˆ) = Dk(Bˆ). We call a matrix whose entries are drawn from
{0, 1} a (0, 1)-matrix. Henceforth, M denotes an n-by-n symmetric (0, 1)-matrix.
We will reconstruct a matrix M by considering specific entries in the submatrices in Dn−`(M). Entry
Mi,j is determined by Dk(M) if we can compute the value of Mi,j from Dk(M). If we can determine every
entry of M from Dn−`(M), then M is (n− `)-deck reconstructible.
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Consider a matrix M and a principal submatrix M ′ of M . If M ′ arises from M by deleting s rows before
row i and t columns before column j, then we say that entry Mi,j is shifted to position (i− s, j − t) in M ′.
We let the (i, j)-coefficient ci,j(i + s, j + t) be the number of cards M
′ in Dn−`(M) such that the entry in
position (i+ s, j + t) of M is shifted to position (i, j) in M ′.
Figure 4.1: A shifted position in a matrix
Note that the possible entries of a matrix M that can be shifted to position (i, j) of a principal submatrix
change depending on the relationship of i and j. Rows and columns are deleted symmetrically, so for a matrix
M , entries on the diagonal of a principal submatrix will always be shifted from a diagonal entry of M . If
i < j, then Mi+s,j+t can be shifted to position (i, j) in a principal submatrix when 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ `. If i > j
then Mi+s,j+t can be shifted into position (i, j) in a principal submatrix when 0 ≤ t ≤ s ≤ `.
Recall that n and ` can be recognized from the (n − `)-deck. A key observation is that all coefficients
ci,j(i + s, j + t) can be calculated knowing only n and `. Below we demonstrate how to calculate these
coefficients.
Suppose i ≤ j. To establish (i, j)-coefficients for i > j, simply reverse the roles of i and j below.
Lemma 4.2.3 (Upper-Triangle Coefficients). For a n-by-n matrix M and 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n
ci,j(i+ s, j + t) =

(
i+s−1
s
)(
(j+t)−(i+s)−1
t−s
)(
n−(j+t)
`−t
)
0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ `
0 otherwise
.
Proof. We count the submatrices in the (n− `)-deck of M such that the entry Mi+s,j+t is shifted to position
(i, j). Of the ` rows/columns deleted, exactly s rows/columns before i+ s are deleted. This effectively shifts
row i + s to row i in the submatrix. To shift entry Mi+s,j+t to position (i, j), another t − s columns are
deleted after i + s and before j + t. This shifts entry Mi+s,j+t by s rows and t columns to position (i, j).
The remaining `− t rows/columns are deleted with indices after j + t.
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When i = j, the formula is nonzero only when s = t (taking
(−1
0
)
= 1 and
(−k−2
k
)
= 0 for k > 0) and
reduces to ci,i(i + s, i + s) =
(
i+s−1
s
)(
n−(i+s)
`−s
)
for 0 ≤ s ≤ `. Next we show hot to use the (i, j)-coefficients
to determine entries of M .
We say that a multiset S ⊂ Z has the sum-free property if no two distinct nonempty subsets S1, S2 ⊂ S
have equal sum. Note that a multiset with the sum-free property is necessarily a set, as two copies of the
same element have the same sum. We denote multiplicity in a multiset by enclosing an element in parentheses
and writing its multiplicity as an exponent; for instance, {a, a, a, b, c, c} = {(a)3, b, (c)2}. By proving that
certain sets of (i, j)-coefficients have the sum-free property, we will be able to determine entries of M . We
illustrate the idea by an example.
Example 4.2.4. Recall that all entries are 0 or 1. Let a, b, and c be variables that take on the value 0
or 1. Suppose that a multiset T consists of two copies of a, four copies of b, and five copies of c; hence,
T = {(a)2, (b)4, (c)5}. Since {2, 4, 5} has the sum-free property, knowing the total number of 0s and 1s in T
determines each of a, b, and c as 0 or 1.
Consider the possibilities of T ; without loss of generality, let the majority of entries in T be 0. Some
combinations of multiplicities, such as T = {(0)8, (1)3}, are not possible. We are able to determine a, b, and
c in all cases.
T {(0)11} {(0)6, (1)5} {(0)7, (1)4} {(0)9, (1)2}
(a,b,c) (0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 1) (0, 1, 0) (1, 0, 0)
To formalize this idea, we use the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2.5 (Sum-Free Reconstruction). For an n-by-n symmetric (0, 1)-matrix M , consider Dn−`(M)
and let R be the set of entries in M that have already been determined. If the set of (i, j)-coefficients for the
positions in M outside R that can shift to position (i, j) in M ′ have the sum-free property, then the values
in those positions can all be determined.
Proof. Let x0(i, j) and x1(i, j) be the number of submatrices in Dn−`(M) having a 0 or a 1 in position (i, j),
respectively. Note that x0(i, j) + x1(i, j) =
(
n
`
)
. Let R0 and R1 be a partition of R containing the entries
that have been identified as 0 or 1, respectively.
When position (i + s, j + t) has been determined to have value , we subtract ci,j(i + s, j + t) from x.
After all such subtractions for positions in R, let x
′
(i, j) denote the adjusted number of submatrices in
Dn−`(M) having  shifted to position (i, j) from undetermined positions.
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Let U(i, j) be the set of (i, j)-coefficients corresponding to undetermined positions (i + s, j + t) that
can be shifted to position (i, j). By assumption, the set U(i, j) has the sum-free property; hence, there is
only one partition of U(i, j) into two sets U0 and U1 such that
∑
c∈U0 c = x
′
0(i, j) and
∑
c∈U1 c = x
′
1(i, j).
Therefore, Mi+s,j+t has value  if and only if ci,j(i+ s, j + t) ∈ U.
To prove Theorem 4.1.1, we establish an algorithm to reconstruct an n-by-n matrix M from a (n−`)-deck
Dn−`(M).
(a) Step 1 (b) Step 2 (c) Step 3 (d) Step 4
Figure 4.2: The reconstruction process for general `.
Our process is shown in Figure 4.2. We begin by determining the diagonal entries (Figure 4.2(a)). The
second step is to determine the entries in the (2`)-by-(2`) top-left corner of the matrix (Figure 4.2(b)). Next,
we identify the entries above the diagonal column by column. For a given column, we first identify the `+ 1
entries closest to the diagonal (Figure 4.2(c)) and then continue determining the entries of the column one
entry at a time (Figure 4.2(d)). The entries below the diagonal are also reconstructed, since M is symmetric.
4.3 Reconstruction Algorithm for General `
Recall that from the (n− `)-deck of M we can calculate n, `, and all (i, j)-coefficients.
Step 1
For our first step we focus on the diagonal.
Using the formula for the (i, i)-coefficients, we set i = 1 to calculate c1,1(1 + s, 1 + s) =
(
n−(1+s)
`−s
)
. We
will prove that the set of (1, 1)-coefficients has the sum-free property, allowing us to invoke Lemma 4.2.5 to
identify M1+s,1+s where 0 ≤ s ≤ `.
The next lemma and corollary show that this set has the sum-free property.
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Lemma 4.3.1. For ` ≤ t, the set {(tt), (t+1t ), . . . , (t+`t )} has the sum-free property.
Proof. Let A,B ⊂ {(tt), (t+1t ), ...(t+`t )} be nonempty disjoint subsets with maxA < maxB. If maxA = (t+st ),
then maxB ≥ (t+s+1t ). We find an upperbound on the sum of the elements of A and compare that to a
lowerbound on the sum of the elements of B. For the sum of A an elementary inequality yields
∑
c∈A
c ≤
s∑
j=0
(
t+ j
t
)
=
(
t+ s+ 1
t+ 1
)
.
Since t ≥ t+s+12 , the following holds
∑
c∈A
c ≤
(
t+ s+ 1
t+ 1
)
<
(
t+ s+ 1
t
)
≤ maxB ≤
∑
c∈B
c.
Hence the sum of the elements in B is strictly larger than the sum of the elements in A, so the sets A
and B have distinct sum.
.
Corollary 4.3.2. For ` ≥ 1 and n > 2`, the set {(n−1−i`−i ) : i ∈ {0, . . . , `}} has the sum-free property.
Proof. We rewrite this set as {((n−`−1)+jn−`−1 ) : j ∈ {0, . . . , `}}.
Since n > 2`, we have n− `− 1 ≥ `. Applying Lemma 4.3.1now yields the result.
We use Corollary 4.3.2 to determine all entries on the diagonal.
Lemma 4.3.3. For ` ≥ 1 and n > 2`, all entries Mi,i on the diagonal of a n-by-n matrix M are determined
from the (n− `)-deck of M .
Proof. By Corollary 4.3.2, the set {c1,1(1 + s, 1 + s) : 0 ≤ s ≤ `} has the sum-free property, and by
Lemma 4.2.5 the entries M1+s,1+s for 0 ≤ s ≤ ` are determined from Dn−`(M).
When we have determined the first i+` entries of the diagonal of M , consider the (i+1, i+1)-coefficients.
The only undetermined entry that can shift to position (i+1, i+1) is the entry in position (i+1+`, i+1+`).
The set of a single coefficient trivially has the sum-free property, so by Lemma 4.2.5 we can determine
Mi+1+`,i+1+`. Therefore, since the first `+ 1 entries of the diagonal can be determined from Dn−`(M), all
the entries of the diagonal can be determined from Dn−`(M).
Recall that no diagonal entry can shift off the diagonal. We can reconstruct the diagonal when n > 2`,
so if there is a pair of distinct n-by-n matrices A and B such that Dn−`(A) = Dn−`(B), then there is a pair
of distinct n-by-n (0, 1)-matrices A′ and B′ that are symmetric and every diagonal entry is equal to 0. Such
a matrix is the adjacency matrix of a graph, so we have the following corollary.
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Corollary 4.3.4. If mrt(`) ≥ 2`, then grt(`) = mrt(`).
Step 2
The next step in the process is to identify the entries in the (2`)-by-(2`) top-left corner of the matrix.
Lemma 4.3.5. Let M be an n-by-n matrix with n > 2`+1ln 2 ` + 3`. For i ≤ 2` and j ≤ 2`, the entries Mi,j
are determined by the (n− `)-deck of M .
Proof. Let Dn−`(M) denote the (n−`)-deck of M . When ci,j(i, j) > 12
(
n
`
)
, the value Mi,j appears in position
(i, j) in the majority of the submatrices in Dn−`(M).
For i and j at most 2` + 1, the (i, j)-coefficient ci,j(i, j) is at most
(
n−2`−1
`
)
. By rearranging the given
bound on n, we find
ln 2 > (2`+ 1)
`
n− 3` > (2`+ 1) ln
(
1 +
`
n− 3`
)
,
where the second inequality is found by the Taylor approximation ln(1 + x) = −∑(−1)` x`` for |x| < 1. By
exponentiating both sides, we find
2 >
(
1 +
`
n− 3`
)2`+1
>
2∏`
i=0
n− i
n− `− i =
(
n
`
)
/
(
n− 2`− 1
`
)
.
(
n− 2`− 1
`
)
>
1
2
(
n
`
)
Hence, when i ≤ 2` and j ≤ 2`, the entryMi,j is determined by Dn−`(M) .
Steps 3 and 4
Essentially, steps 3 and 4 constructively prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3.6. Given n, ` ∈ N with n ≥ 2`, if the upper-left (2`)-by-(2`) submatrix of M can be determined
from Dn−`(M), then all of M can be determined.
The last steps determine the entries Mi,j where 2` < i < j. To complete Step 3 we consider the (i, i+ 1)-
coefficients such that Mi+s,i+1+t have been determined for s ≤ ` and t ≤ `− 1. The (i, i+ 1)-coefficients of
the undetermined positions are precisely {ci,i+1(i + s, i + 1 + `) : 0 ≤ s ≤ `}. Now we use Lemma 4.3.1 to
determine the entries from steps 3 and 4 in our process.
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Lemma 4.3.7. For an n-by-n matrix M , if entries Mi,j are determined from the (n − `)-deck, where
1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ r and r ≥ 2`, then the entries Mi,j, where i < j = r + 1, are determined from the (n− `)-deck
of M .
Proof. Let Dn−`(M) be the (n− `)-deck of M . Consider the (r − `, r − `+ 1)-coefficients. The unidentified
positions that can shift to position (r − `, r − ` + 1) are precisely the entries on column r + 1 and row at
least r− ` and the set of corresponding coefficients is {cr−`,r−`+1(r− `+ s, r+ 1): 0 ≤ s ≤ `}, which equals
{(r−`−1+ss ) : 0 ≤ s ≤ `}.
By Lemma 4.3.1, this set has the sum-free property. Hence by Lemma 4.2.5, when 0 ≤ s ≤ `, the entries
Mr−`+s,r+1 are determined by Dn−`(M).
Finally, we identify entries Ms,r+1 for 1 ≤ s < r − `. In this case we assume entries Mi,j have been
identified for i < j when j < r+ 1 and when j = r+ 1 and i > s. Now consider the (s, r+ 1− `)-coefficients.
The only undetermined entry that can shift to position (s, r + 1− `) in a submatrix of Dn−`(M) is Ms,r+1.
The set consisting of the single element {ct,r+1−`(t, r + 1)} trivially has the sum-free property, so Mt,r+1 is
determined.
We determine every entry Ms,r+1 where 1 ≤ s < r − ` starting with the Mr−`−1,r+1 and ending with
M1.r+1. Thus, Dn−`(M) determines every element Mi,r+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.3.6, we determine the entries Mi,j where 2` < i < j using
Lemma 4.3.7 by starting with column 2`+ 1 and finishing with column n. The same results can be applied
to MT by taking the transpose of each submatrix in Dn−`(M), thereby determining each entry Mi,j(M)
where i > j.
Theorem 4.1.1
The proof of the main theorem easily follows from Lemmas 4.3.3, 4.3.5, and 4.3.6.
Theorem. For a n-by-n matrix M , all entries are identifiable from the (n− `)-deck when n ≥ 2ln 2`2 + 3`.
Proof. Let Dn−`(M) be the (n− `)-deck of M .
Step 1: Using Lemma 4.3.3, we determine the elements on the diagonal of M from Dn−`(M).
Step 2: Using Lemma 4.3.5, we determine the elements Mi,j of M where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 2`.
Steps 3 and 4: Using theorem 4.3.6, we determine all of M .
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4.4 Determining mrt(`) for small values of `
In the following theorems, for small ` we specify a value n` and prove mrt(`) ≤ n` by considering n-by-n
matrices with n` ≤ n < 2ln 2`2 + 3`; for larger n the general Therorem 4.1.1 applies. For a n-by-n matrix M ,
the entries Mi,j for i and j at most 2` are determined from the (n− `)-deck of M by iteratively determining
entries. Recall that mrt(1) = 5
Theorem 4.4.1. An n-by-n matrix is reconstructible from its (n− 2)-deck for all n ≥ 11.
Theorem 4.4.2. An n-by-n matrix is reconstructible from its (n− 3)-deck for all n ≥ 15 where n 6= 16.
Theorem 4.4.3. An n-by-n matrix is reconstructible from its (n− 4)-deck for all n ≥ 18 where n 6= 23.
Theorem 4.4.4. An n-by-n matrix is reconstructible from its (n− 5)-deck for all n ≥ 29 where n 6= 36.
Using a relaxation of our algorithm, we are able to determine the that an n-by-n matrix is reconstructible
from its (n− `)-deck for all n ≥ n` for the following.
Table 4.1: n` for small `
` 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
n` 55 68 81 99 119 137 162 189 217 243 265 293 323 361 395 435
First we will extend our notion of a set having the sum-free property. In the previous section, a set
having the sum-free property allowed us to determine every element in the set. It may be that a set allows
us to determine certain entries but not others.
Given a multiset S of integers, an element i ∈ S is identifiable in S if whenever two subsets A,B ⊂ S are
disjoint, nonempty, and have the same sum, then i /∈ A ∪ B. In particular, if an element x ∈ S has value
larger than half the sum of all the elements in S, then x is identifiable.
Example 4.4.5. The set {6, 6, 9} does not have the sum-free property, but 9 is identifiable. If a multiset T
has entries drawn from {a, b, c} such that T = {(a)2, (b)2, (c)9}, then we can determine the value of c.
Consider the possibilities of T if a, b, and c are all 0 or 1. If T is {(0)21}, {(0)15, (1)6}, or {(0)9, (1)12},
then c has value 0. Otherwise, c has value 1.
On the other hand if T is {(0)15, (1)6}, we cannot determine the values of a or b.
.
Lemma 4.4.6 (Identifiable Reconstruction). Given an n-by-n matrix M , let R be the set of entries of M
that have already been determined Dn−`(M). When ci,j(i+s, j+ t) is identifiable in the set {ci,j(i+s, j+ t) :
0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ ` and Mi+s,j+t /∈ R}, the entry Mi+s,j+t is determined by Dn−`(M).
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The proof of this lemma follows the proof of Lemma 4.2.5. In particular, testing whether the set S of
(i, j)-coefficients corresponding to undetermined positions contains an element accounting for at least half
of the sum of S is how we found the bounds on n` in Table 4.1. While this is reletively fast to check, it
does not give the best possible bounds. Using a more detailed, but slower, algorithm is how the bounds in
theorems (4.4.1), (4.4.2), (4.4.3), and (4.4.4) were found.
Motivated by Lemmas 4.2.5 and 4.4.6, we aim to carefully define the DisjointSum problem and develop
a dynamic programming solution. We are careful to allow for a set of constraints, making the problem more
complicated but flexible enough for a later use.
Definition 4.4.7. The ConstrainedSum(r,G=, G−, c) problem takes input
• a list r = {(r1, v1), . . . , (rm, vm)} of key-value pairs (ri, vi),
• two graphs, G= and G−, where {r1, . . . , rm} ⊆ V (G=) = V (G−),
• an integer c
and gives as output the list S = {S1, . . . , St} of all sets Si ⊆ {r1, . . . , tm} where
• Si ⊂ {r1, . . . , rm} is a set of keys,
• Si is the union of connected components in G=[r1, . . . , rm],
• Si is an independent set in G−,
• and ∑rj∈Si vj = c.
Solving the ConstrainedSum problem will be used in our matrix reconstruction algorithms. Suppose
we have partially reconstructed our matrix, so we have a family I of determined entries. Further, we have
established that certain pairs of entries Mi,j and Mi′,j′ have the same value, while other pairs have unequal
value. Let G= and G− have vertex set V (G=) = V (G−) = {(i, j) : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}, the edges of G=
denote known equalities, and the edges of G− denote known inequalities. We can further guarantee that
each component of G= is a complete subgraph, and if there is an edge in G− between two components of
G=, then those G=-components induce a complete bipartite graph in G−.
Definition 4.4.8. The AllConstrainedSums(r,G=, G−) problem takes input
• a list r = {(r1, v1), . . . , (rm, vm)} of key-value pairs (ri, vi),
• two graphs, G= and G−, where {r1, . . . , rm} ⊆ V (G=) = V (G−),
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and gives as output the family I = {Sc : c ∈ {0, . . . , t}} where t =
∑m
j=1 vj and Sc = Constrained-
Sum(r,G=, G−, c).
The AllConstrainedSums problem will be used in our reconstructibility algorithm (to test that our
reconstruction algorithm can reconstruct all matrices in all cases).
Reconstruction Algorithm
Below, we describe an algorithm to reconstruct an n-by-n matrix from its (n−`)-deck, where n > 2`. We can
reconstruct the diagonal, so it only remains to reconstruct off the diagonal. We make the assumption that the
matrix contains only two values, 0 or 1. We also only reconstruct the upper triangle, as we can transpose all
submatrices and use the same algorithm to reconstruct the lower triangle. Let T = {(i, j) : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}
correspond to positions in M and let T ′ = {(i, j) : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n − `} be the set of positions of the
submatrices.
1. For (i, j) ∈ T , the variable Ii,j ∈ {0, 1} is initialized to 0 and is set to 1 only when the position i, j is
determined.
2. For (i, j) ∈ T ′, the multi-set Xi,j ∈ R{0,1} the values that appear in position (i, j) of the (n− `)-cards.
That is Xi,j = {M ′i,j : M ′ ∈ Dn−`(M)}.
3. For (i, j) ∈ T ′, the multi-set U i,j ∈ R{0,1} stores the values that appear in position (i, j) of the
(n− `)-cards, corrected for the determined entries. That is,
U i,j = Xi,j − {(Mi+s,j+t)ci,j(i+s,j+t) : Ii+s,j+t = 1}.
4. Let G= and G− be graphs with V (G=) = V (G−) = T . If two pairs (i, j), (i′, j′) ∈ T are adjacent in
G=, then we have discovered that Ai,j = Ai′,j′ ; we can assume that every component of G
= is a clique.
If two pairs (i, j), (i′, j′) ∈ T are adjacent in G−, then we have discovered that Ai,j 6= Ai′,j′ ; since A is
0, 1-valued we can assume that every component of G− is a complete bipartite graph.
5. For (i, j) ∈ T ′, let ri,j be the set of key-value pairs ((i+ s, j + t), ci,j(i+ s, j + t)) where 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ `
and Ii+s,j+t ≡ 0.
We start our algorithm with an n × n matrix M where Mi,j = ∗ for (i, j) ∈ T . We shall fill the entries
Mi,j as we discover which value is assigned in that position.
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(I) For a position (i, j) ∈ T ′, let S = ConstrainedSum(ri,j , G=, G−, U i,j0 ). If (i + s, j + t) ∈ S for every
S ∈ S, then determine (i+s, j+t) with Ai+s,j+t = 0. If (i+s, j+t) /∈ S for every S ∈ S, then determine
(i+ s, j + t) with Ai+s,j+t = 1.
(M) For a position (i, j) ∈ T ′, let S = ConstrainedSum(ri,j , G=, G−, U i,j0 ). Suppose 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ ` and
0 ≤ s′ ≤ t′ ≤ ` where (i + s, j + t) ∈ S if and only if (i + s′, j + t′) ∈ S for all S ∈ S. Then merge the
components of G= containing (i+ s, j + t) and (i+ s′, j + t′), since Ai+s,j+t = Ai+s′,j+t′ .
(D) For a position (i, j) ∈ T ′, let S = ConstrainedSum(ri,j , G=, G−, U i,j0 ). Suppose 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ `
and 0 ≤ s′ ≤ t′ ≤ ` where (i + s, j + t) ∈ S if and only if (i + s′, j + t′) /∈ S for all S ∈ S. Then
distinguish the components of G= containing (i+ s, j + t) and (i+ s′, j + t′) (by adding edges to G−),
since Ai+s,j+t 6= Ai+s′,j+t′ .
Our reconstruction algorithm, Reconstruct(n, `,X), performs the propagation rules (I), (M), and (D)
until either all entries Ai,j are determined or no such rule applies.
Theorem 4.4.9. Let A be the matrix output by Reconstruct(n, `,X). If Ai,j 6= ∗, then every matrix M ′
with X`(M) = X has M
′
i,j = Mi,j.
Since the Reconstruct algorithm is correct for every input, it remains to show that the output has
Ai,j 6= ∗ for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. However, due to the use of ConstrainedSum, it is hard to predict when
the constrained sums will lead to determining all positions.
For example, we can rephrase the proof of Manvel and Stockmeyer [21] that shows every 5-by-5 matrix
with entries in {0, 1} can be reconstructed from its (n− 1)-deck.
Proposition 4.4.10. For n = 5 and ` = 1, the algorithm Reconstruct(6, 1, X) will determine all entries
in the upper-diagonal.
Proof. By Lemma 4.3.3, we can reconstruct the diagonal entries of A. We start by filling the upper triangle
of the matrix A with symbols a1, . . . , a15 as follows.
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5
a6 a7 a8 a9
a10 a11 a12
a13 a14
a15

When we determine an entry, we will mark the position with a box since we can reconstruct the value.
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The (1, 2)-coefficients at provide
r1,2 = { ((1, 2), 4) , ((1, 3), 1) , ((2, 3), 1) } .
Thus, we can determine the element a1 at position (1, 2) and modify X
1,2 to be X1,2 − {(a1)4}. Now, if
X1,2 6= {0, 1}, then we can determine the elements a2 and a6 and hence have the top-left 3-by-3 matrix, so
we can determine the rest of A by Lemma 4.3.7. Thus, we can assume that a2 6= a6.
The (2, 3)-coefficients provide
r2,3 = { ((2, 3), 3) , ((2, 4), 1) , ((3, 4), 2) } .
If X2,3 6= {03, 13}, then we can determine all entries a6, a7, and a10 involved with the position (2, 3). From
this, we can modify X1,2 to be X1,2 − {a6} and thus X1,2 = {a2}, so we can determine a2 and we can
determine the remaining entries by Lemma 4.3.7. Hence, we can assume that a7 = a10 and a6 6= a7. Since
a6 6= a2, we have a2 = a6. Our symbols now appear as
 a2 a3 a4 a5
a6 a2 a8 a9
a2 a11 a12
a13 a14
a15

The (1− 3)-coefficients provide
r1,3 = { ((1, 3), 3) , ((1, 4), 2) , ((2, 4), 1) } .
Hence, X1,3 = {(a2)4, (a3)2} and we can determine a2 and a3. Thus, we can also determine a6 and we can
determine the remaining entries by Lemma 4.3.7.
Manvel and Stockmeyer omitted their proof for ` = 1 and n = 5. However, we can determine that by
using the identification, merging, and distinguishing rules, we can determine that any pair of counterexamples
share the following symbolic representation:

 a2 a3 
a3  a2
a2 a3


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By searching over all 5-by-5 (0, 1)-matrices that have this symbolic structure, we observe that no pair of
such matrices have the same deck.
Further, we now prove that the algorithm will reconstruct every 10-by-10 matrix from its 8-deck when
the entries are in {0, 1}.
Proposition 4.4.11. For n = 10 and ` = 2, the algorithm Reconstruct(10, 2, X) will determine all
entries in the upper-diagonal.
Proof. We start by filling the matrix M with symbols a1, . . . , a45 as follows.
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9
a10 a11 a12 a13 a14 a15 a16 a17
a18 a19 a20 a21 a22 a23 a24
a25 a26 a27 a28 a29 a30
a31 a32 a33 a34 a35
a35 a37 a38 a39
a40 a41 a42
a43 a44
a45

The (2, 4)-coefficients provide
r2,4 = { ((2, 4), 15) , ((2, 5), 10) , ((3, 5), 10) , ((2, 6), 3) , ((3, 6), 4) , ((4, 6), 3) } .
The values c such thatConstrainedSum(r2,4, G=, G−, c) returns multiple sets are c ∈ {3, 7, 10, 13, 18, 20, 23, 25, 28, 35, 38}.
However, for each c ∈ {3, 7, 10, 13, 18, 20, 23, 25, 35, 38}, the position (2, 4) appears in either all or none of
the sets S ∈ Sc. Thus, no matter what value c = U2,40 is given, we can determine the position (2, 4) using
rule (I). So, we will mark the position (2, 4) with a box since we can reconstruct the value a18 = M2,4.

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9
a10  a12 a13 a14 a15 a16 a17
a18 a19 a20 a21 a22 a23 a24
a25 a26 a27 a28 a29 a30
a31 a32 a33 a34 a35
a35 a37 a38 a39
a40 a41 a42
a43 a44
a45

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Now that M2,4 is determined, the (2, 3)-coefficients provide
r2,3 = { ((2, 3), 21) , ((2, 5), 1) , ((3, 4), 12) , ((3, 5), 2) , ((4, 5), 3) } .
The values c such that ConstrainedSum(r2,3, G=, G−, c) returns multiple sets are c ∈ {3, 15, 24, 36}.
However, for each c ∈ {3, 15, 24, 36}, the positions (2, 3) and (3, 4) appear in either all or none of the sets
S ∈ Sc. Thus, no matter what value c = U2,40 is given, we can determine the positions M2,3 and M3, 4 using
rule (I). 
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9
  a12 a13 a14 a15 a16 a17
 a19 a20 a21 a22 a23 a24
a25 a26 a27 a28 a29 a30
a31 a32 a33 a34 a35
a35 a37 a38 a39
a40 a41 a42
a43 a44
a45

Now that M2,3, M2,4, and M3,4 are determined, the (1, 2)-coefficients at provide
r1,2 = { ((1, 2), 28) , ((1, 3), 7) , ((1, 4), 1) } .
The set {1, 7, 28} has the sum-free property. Thus, by rule (I) we can determine M1,2, M1,3, and M1,4.

   a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9
  a12 a13 a14 a15 a16 a17
 a19 a20 a21 a22 a23 a24
a25 a26 a27 a28 a29 a30
a31 a32 a33 a34 a35
a35 a37 a38 a39
a40 a41 a42
a43 a44
a45

Utilizing that M1,3,M1,4, and M2,4 are determined, the (1, 3)-coefficients provide
r1,3 = { ((1, 5), 3) , ((2, 5), 2) , ((3, 5), 1) } .
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The algorithm ConstrainedSum(r1,3, G=, G−, c) returns multiple sets only when c = 3, and we have
S3 = {{(1, 5)}, {(2, 5), (3, 5)}} .
determine these three positions. Otherwise, by rule (D) we can distinguish (1, 5) from (2, 5) and (3, 5),
adding two edges to G−. Also, by rule (M) we can merge (2, 5) and (3, 5), adding an edge to G=. Hence,
we can assume that a4 6= a12 = a19; let α = a4 and β = a12 = a19.
   α a5 a6 a7 a8 a9
  β a13 a14 a15 a16 a17
 β a20 a21 a22 a23 a24
a25 a26 a27 a28 a29 a30
a31 a32 a33 a34 a35
a35 a37 a38 a39
a40 a41 a42
a43 a44
a45

knowing that M2,4 is determined, we have
r2,4 =
{ (
(2, 5), 10
)
,
(
(2, 6), 3
)
,
(
(3, 5), 10
)
,
(
(3, 6), 4
)
,
(
(4, 6), 3
) }
.
Since (2, 5)↔ (3, 5) in G=, the elements (2, 5) and (3, 5) must either both or neither appear in a sum. Thus,
the only values c where ConstrainedSum(r2,4, G=, G−, c) returns multiple sums are c ∈ {3, 7, 23, 27}.
However, for all c ∈ {3, 7, 23, 27}, the elements (2, 5) and (3, 5) are either in all sets S ∈ Sc or are in none of
the sets S ∈ Sc. Thus, by rule (I) we can determine M2,5 and M3,5. Since M2,5 differs from M1,5, we can
also determine M1,5. Now that M2,5 and M3,5 are determined, the only undetermined entry that can shift
to (2, 3) is M4,5, so r
2,3 = {((4, 5), 3)}. Thus, by rule (I) we can determine M4,5.

    a5 a6 a7 a8 a9
   a13 a14 a15 a16 a17
  a20 a21 a22 a23 a24
 a26 a27 a28 a29 a30
a31 a32 a33 a34 a35
a35 a37 a38 a39
a40 a41 a42
a43 a44
a45

Thus, we have determined all elements (i, j) with i < j ≤ 2` + 1. By Lemma 4.3.7, we can determine the
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remaining elements of the upper-triangle of A.
In the rest of this chapter, we describe an algorithm to test for a given n and ` whether we can reconstruct
all n-by-n with entries in {0, 1} from their (n− `)-deck using the Reconstruct algorithm. If the algorithm
fails to demonstrate all such matrices are reconstructible, then it describes some structure to the possible
non-reconstructible pairs so we can search for such pairs using fewer branching choices.
By our previous discussion, we only consider reconstructing the upper triangle: positions (i, j) where
i < j. We start with every position in the upper triangle assigned its own distinct symbol. These symbols
are placeholders for values 0 or 1. We can merge two symbols a and b by replacing all occurrences of b with
a copy of a; pairs of positions with the same symbol form an edge in the equality graph. We can distinguish
two symbols c and d by placing edges in the inequality graph between positions with symbol c and positions
with symbol d. We can identify a symbol a by removing that symbol from the matrix entirely; we delete
the positions with the symbol a from the equality and inequality graph.
1. For (i, j) ∈ T , the variable Y i,j stores a symbol for the position (i, j).
2. For (i, j) ∈ T , the variable Ii,j ∈ {0, 1} is initialized to 0 and is set to 1 only when the position i, j is
determined.
3. Let G= and G− be graphs with V (G=) = V (G−) = T . Two pairs (i, j), (i′, j′) ∈ T are adjacent in G=
if and only if their symbols have been merged. Two pairs (i, j), (i′, j′) ∈ T are adjacent in G− if and
only if their symbols have been distinguished.
4. For (i, j) ∈ T ′, let ri,j be the set of key-value pairs ((i+ s, j + t), ci,j(i+ s, j + t)) where 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ `
and Ii+s,j+t ≡ 0.
5. For (i, j) ∈ T ′, let Zi,j either be an empty set or be a copy of the set ri,j fixed from some place during
the algorithm.
6. For (i, j) ∈ T ′, let zi,j ∈ Z∪{∗} be either zi,j = ∗, or zi,j stores a value for U i,j0 at the moment in time
where Zi,j was fixed.
(1) If a and b are distinguished symbols and b and c are distinguished symbols, then we can merge a and c.
(2) If a and b are distinguished symbols and a isdetermined, then determine b.
(I) For a position (i, j) ∈ T ′ with zi,j = ∗, let F = AllConstrainedSums(ri,j , G=, G−). If for every
Sc ∈ F the position (i+ s, j + t) is in every S ∈ Sc or not in every S ∈ Sc, then determine the symbol
at (i+ s, j + t).
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(M) For a position (i, j) ∈ T ′ with zi,j = ∗, let F = AllConstrainedSums(ri,j , G=, G−). Fix s, t, s′, t′
such that 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ ∗k∗ and 0 ≤ s′ ≤ t′ ≤ `. If for every Sc ∈ F , the positions (i + s, j + t) and
(i+s′, j+t′) are both in every S ∈ Sc or both not in every S ∈ Sc, then merge the symbols on (i+s, j+t)
and (i+ s′, j + t′).
(D) For a position (i, j) ∈ T ′ with zi,j = ∗, let F = AllConstrainedSums(ri,j , G=, G−). Fix s, t, s′, t′
such that 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ ∗k∗ and 0 ≤ s′ ≤ t′ ≤ `. If for every Sc ∈ F either (a) (i + s, j + t) ∈ S and
(i + s′, j + t′) /∈ S for all S ∈ Sc, or (b) (i + s, j + t) /∈ S and (i + s′, j + t′) ∈ S for all S ∈ Sc, then
distinguish the symbols on (i+ s, j + t) and (i+ s′, j + t′).
(B) For a position (i, j) ∈ T ′, let F = AllConstrainedSums(ri,j , G=, G−). Permanently set Zi,j = ri,j
and branch by setting zi,j to each value zi,j ∈ {0} ∪ {c : Sc ∈ F , |Sc| > 1}.
(I′) For a position (i, j) ∈ T ′ with zi,j 6= ∗, let Szi,j = ConstrainedSum(Zi,j , G=, G−, zi,j). If the position
(i+ s, j + t) is in every S ∈ Szi,j or not in every S ∈ Szi,j , then determine the symbol at (i+ s, j + t).
(M′) For a position (i, j) ∈ T ′ with zi,j 6= ∗, let Szi,j = ConstrainedSum(Zi,j , G=, G−, zi,j). Fix s, t, s′, t′
such that 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ ` and 0 ≤ s′ ≤ t′ ≤ `. If the positions (i+ s, j + t) and (i+ s′, j + t′) are both in
every S ∈ Szi,j or both not in every S ∈ Szi,j , then merge the symbols on (i+ s, j+ t) and (i+ s′, j+ t′).
(D′) For a position (i, j) ∈ T ′ with zi,j 6= ∗, let Szi,j = ConstrainedSum(Zi,j , G=, G−, zi,j). Fix s, t, s′, t′
such that 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ ` and 0 ≤ s′ ≤ t′ ≤ `. If either (a) (i+ s, j + t) ∈ S and (i+ s′, j + t′) /∈ S for all
S ∈ Szi,j , or (b) (i+ s, j + t) /∈ S and (i+ s′, j + t′) ∈ S for all S ∈ Szi,j , then distinguish the symbols
on (i+ s, j + t) and (i+ s′, j + t′).
The algorithm reconstructible(n, `, Y, I, z, Z,G=, G−) is a recursive algorithm that tests if the algo-
rithm Reconstruct can complete reconstructing a matrix given the information contained in the variables
Y i,j , Ii,j , zi,j , Z
i,j and the graphs G=, G−. The reconstructible algorithm evaluates and performs all
rules (1), (2), (I), (I′), (M), (M′), (D), and (D′) until either all positions are determined or none of the rules
are effective. Then, a position (i, j) ∈ T ′ is selected where zi,j = ∗ and the rule (B) is performed to branch
the search. Each branch becomes a setting of zi,j and a new recursive call to reconstructible is made.
If zi,j 6= ∗ for all positions (i, j) ∈ T ′, then the algorithm outputs the current collection of variables to be
used for generating a non-reconstructible pair.
Suppose after following all rules in the reconstructibility algorithm, including some branching choices,
we have not yet determined all positions of the n-by-n matrix. There may in fact be many matrices with
entries in {0, 1} that fit the restrictions of those branching choices, but perhaps not all of them have the
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same deck. At this point, our reconstruction algorithm has failed to determine a unique matrix with the
given deck, but we can still determine if every matrix satisfying these constraints is uniquely reconstructible.
We will search for a pair of distinct matrices with the same deck, and if we fail to find such a pair for all
branching choices, then we conclude that no two n-by-n matrices share a (n− `)-deck.
The reconstructibility algorithm has several different levels of complexity, depending on which inference
rules are applied. For instance, the identification rule (I) is simpler than the merging rule (M), and using
the branching rule (B) would be better if not used. We use the following “grading scheme” to rate the
complexity required to show a given pair (n, `) is reconstructible.
A: All elements are determined by (I).
B: All elements are determined by (I), (M), and (D).
C: All elements are determined by (I), (M), (D), (B), (I’), (M’), and (D’).
D: Not all elements are determined by (I), (M), (D), (B), (I’), (M’), and (D’), but all (0, 1)-matrices
satisfying the branched values of zi,j have distinct (n− `)-decks.
F: A counterexample exists.
Observe that if a pair (n, `) receives a grade of A, B, or C, then the reconstruction algorithm can determine
the matrix. If a pair (n, `) receives a grade of D, then all n-by-n matrices are (n − `)-reconstructible, but
the reconstruction algorithm is not sufficient to determine the matrix.
n = 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
` = 1 F B A Theorem 4.1.1 applies.
` = 2 F F F D C B A A A A A A A Theorem 4.1.1 applies.
` = 3 F F F C A C A A A A A A A A A
` = 4 F F F A A A A A ? A A
Table 4.2: Grades for pairs (n, k).
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